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Abstract 
 
In this master thesis project the scheduling of flights to gates is investigated. This project is 
executed at Viggo Eindhoven Airport. The main objective of the research is to minimize the 
walking times for passengers and the travel times for personnel, baggage and equipment. In 
order to determine this, a mathematical model of the optimal situation is derived. The optimal 
situation is based on the minimization of the weighted aspects in the objective function. In 
order to implement the model, an Aircraft Positioning Tool is developed in Excel with built-in 
optimization software of AIMMS. The tool can be used by Viggo for making the planning of 
aircrafts to parking positions in advance and during real-time operations. 
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Management Summary 
The expected growth in the number of passengers at Eindhoven Airport in the upcoming years 
is about 11 % annually, with a potential of 5 million passengers in 2016. From multiple points 
of view the need for more efficient ground handling processes arises. More passenger 
convenience is a constant focus of Viggo. Furthermore, at this moment some KPI targets for 
incoming baggage are not always achieved. More effective ground handling processes are 
needed in order to at least get closer to the targets. In addition, expansion of assets is 
expensive and the number of aircraft parking positions is not easily extended. More efficient 
use of the current capacity is needed to deal with the expected passenger growth of passenger 
numbers and number of flights without having to make high investments. LCC’s are the 
biggest players at Eindhoven Airport and constantly require lower fares once they expand 
their scale. A higher scale in passenger numbers means a lower rate per passenger. Cost 
reductions are necessary to retain profits and require more efficient and effective use of the 
available capacity and equipment and a better planning in order to achieve this.  
 
This has led to the following research question: 
 

How can the assignment of aircrafts to parking positions be optimized such that both 
ground-handling processes and the ground support equipment are used most efficiently? 

 
This research question can be answered by the contents of this report. A short summary of the 
conclusions and recommendation is given in this management summary. 
 
The most important conclusions acquired from this research are: 

• Ground handling processes can be divided into categories: passengers, ground support 
equipment (GSE) and personnel. The platform employees that operate the GSE are 
included in the actor GSE except for baggage handling, which is a separate actor. This 
leaves only the dispatcher as personnel. Resulting in four actors: passengers, GSE, 
baggage and dispatchers.  

• For each of the actors an efficient ground handling processes is a process that requires 
the least amount of resources in order to safely and in time turn around the aircraft. 
The total travelled time is the summation of travel times of the four actor categories.  

• An optimal assignment depends on the objective function, parameters, variables and 
constraints of the model. The assignment is optimal if there is no better way to assign 
aircrafts to VOPs, taking all the necessary conditions into account. The total travelled 
time of all four actors is minimized. Different weights for actors, different buffer times 
or different VOP availabilities result in a different optimal assignment. 

• The possible reduction in total travel time is on average around 10%. This gap is 
measured by comparing the current schedule with the optimal model. The objective of 
the optimal model is to minimize the weighted total travel time for the actors, where 
each actor has its own weight. This weight influences the preference VOPs and 
therefore the assignment. In this optimal model the lower numbered VOPs are used as 
often as possible. The reduction depends on the traffic intensity, the higher the 
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intensity the higher the reduction compared to the current situation. To automate the 
planner and thereby reduce the work time and improve the efficiency and to reduce the 
workload of the Operations Coordinator (OpsCo), a tool is developed. 

• The so-called Aircraft Positioning Tool optimizes the parking position assignment of 
aircrafts by assigning aircrafts so travelled times are minimized. It is an aid for and 
operates with the supervision of the OpsCo. The tool is developed for the stochastic 
situation where the Viggo employee makes the assignment for the next day on the 
preceding evening. In Excel, with a built-in solver of the optimization software 
AIMMS, the tool is easy to operate and it generates the best possible solution.  

• The tool works faster than the planner. For the importation of the flight schedule and 
optimization of the VOP and gate assignment of multiple days, the execution time is 
under a minute. This is way less than the current situation in which the planner needs 
three to four hours to do the same. The schedule is still checked by the OpsCo. The 
shorter processing time is a direct gain.  

• The tool is more efficient than the current planning. Depending on the model 
objective, the input parameters such as weights and VOP availability and on the traffic 
intensity, the new model performs 8 to 12% better with respect to the total travelled 
times for passengers, baggage, centrally stationed equipment and personnel.  

• The model accounts for need for changes in the premade schedule by taking 30 
minutes of buffer time into account. Even though the tool is more efficient than the 
present situation, the robustness is just as good as or better than the current planning. 
Especially in the regularly occurring situation in which all VOPs are occupied, the 
optimal assignment is a lot more robust than the current situation. 

• The tool is more rigid than the planner is. It always makes the same decisions based on 
the inputted rules. The result is that the assignment is structurally the same. The 
downside is that the tool only takes the given rules into account and does not consider 
extra input in situations for which no exact rules are present. 

• The implementation of the proposed model and developed tool requires a number of 
steps and changes. The role of the planner disappears and the OpsCo gets an extra tool 
which requires a short training and a different set of rules to be used in the VOP 
assignment. The savings of the optimal situation are over €8,000 per year compared to 
the current situation and increase along with the growth of airport traffic. Due to the 
cost of the software license the payback time is 20 months. 

 
The research question can therefore be answered as follows: 
The assignment of aircrafts to parking positions can be optimized in such a way that both 
ground handling processes and the ground support equipment are used most efficiently by 
using the Aircraft Positioning Tool. 
 
The most important recommendations are: 

• Implement the developed tool in order to optimize the VOP assignment. For the tool, 
next to the already available software Excel, the optimization software AIMMS is 
needed. A development license has to be bought.  
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• The buffer time of 30 minutes which is currently used and also widely in literature is a 
good idle time between two consecutive flights at the same VOP. The 
recommendation is to keep the buffer time at 30 minutes.  

• The assignment can best be executed the night before the specific day, before the 
home based aircrafts arrive for their night stop. In this way aircrafts are assigned in the 
most optimal way for the upcoming evening and the next day. To do so, the flight 
schedule for the whole upcoming week has to be imported and the tool has to run each 
day for the upcoming two days. In this way already present aircrafts are taken into 
account in the optimization assignment as the platform is not always totally empty at 
that moment. The assignment for the upcoming two days optimally positions the late 
flights that do not stay overnight with the known parameters. 

• Aircrafts are assigned to the VOP in such a way that the total assignment of all 
aircrafts is optimized with respect to travel times for all actors. Automatically, the tool 
accounts for aircrafts that are parked longer. In two cases the tool does not oversee the 
total picture and is therefore not able to optimize the assignment. During the winter 
schedule it happens that aircrafts stay longer than a full day at the airport. In this case 
the OpsCo should consider the option to move the aircraft to a higher numbered VOP. 
Hereby, the more efficient VOP that was occupied becomes available and can be used 
more often. Two options are available when an aircraft unexpectedly breaks down and 
needs a long repair. Move the aircraft to a higher numbered VOP or, a less labour 
intensive method, temporarily block the VOP for other assignments in the tool. 

• Look at the different weights for the actors. A policy should be developed for different 
situations. There are differences in weather and/or traffic in winter and summer 
periods or busy and less busy days. In the summer time passenger travel times might 
be less important because of better weather conditions, whereas the high amount of 
baggage is. In the winter this could be the other way around, depending on 
management preference. Another option would be to optimize the GSE and employee 
travel times due to e.g. an unaccounted staff shortage. Or when the SLA targets for 
baggage are not met, the assignment can focus more on these targets. In order to be of 
influence in the assignment, the weight of an actor has to be strongly increased. This 
can be done by the management or OpsCo. The advantage of the OpsCo is that the 
OpsCo can directly act when needed to actual situations. The disadvantage is that the 
OpsCo could wrongly adapt the parameters or forgets to change them (back). The 
Viggo management should decide who is responsible for the input weights.  

• Have at all times at most one VOP unavailable. In the future when the total number of 
parking positions is increased this can be, depending on the traffic intensity, increased 
to two. This maximum is important so all flights can be handled without (rarely) 
having a flight that has to wait for a VOP to become available.  

• Change the set of rules and work instructions of the OpsCo. The OpsCo should use the 
tool to make the static assignment for the upcoming day. Next, the OpsCo should use 
the, to be developed, real-time tool to monitor if any changes should be made. In this 
way the actual and expected arrival and departure times are used and the assignment 
during the day is made as efficient as possible. 
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1. Introduction 
This introduction starts with a brief description of Viggo Eindhoven Airport (further to be 
referred to as Viggo) and Eindhoven Airport. Furthermore, the research methodology is 
presented. Next, the aim of the research project is given, including the scope, limitations and 
objectives according to the main idea of research. Last, the report structure is described.  
 

1.1. Company descriptions 
This master thesis project is conducted at Viggo. Since Viggo is located at Eindhoven Airport, 
both company descriptions and the relation between them is presented. 
 
1.1.1. Eindhoven Airport 
Eindhoven Airport N.V. (further to be referred to as Eindhoven Airport) is a fast growing 
company with an average passenger volume growth of almost 14 per cent per year over the 
last 6 years. The total number of handled passengers in 2013 was 3.390.000. Comparing these 
figures with 2012, where 2,977,000 passengers commuted through Eindhoven Airport, this 
was a growth of 13.9%, and is expected to grow with another 12.0% in 2014. Table 1 presents 
an overview of the passenger development and the growth rate in the period 2007 until 2013 
and the expected for 2014 (Eindhoven Airport, 2013). 
 
The number of flight movements in 2013 was 24,850, an increase of 9.2% compared to 2012. 
This was for flights over 6,000 kilos, which is the difference between line-haul and non-
commercial flights. Table 1 gives an overview of the total amount of flights arriving at and 
departing from Eindhoven Airport in the period 2007-2013 and the expected amount in 2014. 
The main market of Eindhoven Airport is the low cost carrier (LCC) market. The number of 
holiday charters and the other charters decreased, partly because of substitution by LCCs, 
partly due to the elimination of a number of airlines and their inherent routes. 
 
Table 1 

Development of Passenger Numbers and Flights at Eindhoven Airport 

 Low Cost 

Carrier 

Holiday 

charters 

Other 

charters 

Total Growth rate 

passengers 

# Flights  

(> 6,000 kg) 

Growth rate 

flights  

2007 1,265,193 235,839 43,066 1,544,098  16,774  

2008 1,372,432 237,972 19,489 1,629,893 5.5% 17,217 2.6% 

2009 1,496,475 203,183 11,846 1,711,504 5.0% 15,641 -9.2% 

2010 1,946,245 180,819 15,769 2,142,833 25.2% 18,860 20.6% 

2011 2,456,208 176,145 11,130 2,643,438 23.4% 22,000 16.6% 

2012 2,803,528 165,564 8,551 2,977,643 12.7% 24,265 10.3% 

2013 3,230,000 157,000 7,400 3,392,916 13.9% 24,850 2.4% 

2014 (exp.)    3,800,000 12.0% 27,820 12.0% 
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Eindhoven Airport has three shareholders. Schiphol Nederland B.V. has 51 per cent of the 
shares and the province of Noord-Brabant and the municipality of Eindhoven both have 24.5 
per cent of the shares. Because of the recent and the expected growth, Eindhoven Airport is 
continuously working on the extension of the airport and their peripheral services such as 
parking facilities. The competition is fierce and the extension of the airport could lead to an 
expansion of the supplied flights and destinations and to a position in which the airport is 
more and more a good alternative for mid-long range passenger transportation.  Eindhoven 
Airport just finished building a hotel and there are more catering and shopping services to 
create more revenue. The terminal is nearly doubled in size and an extra car park is build. 
 
The upcoming years, the expected growth in the number of passengers is 11 - 12% in both 
2014 and 2015. Furthermore, national, regional and local politics are discussing a potential 
growth in the amount of allowed air operations from 2016 on. If this growth is converted, 
Eindhoven Airport can receive a potential of 5 million passengers in 2016. If so, the terminal, 
baggage hall and tarmac will have to be expanded.  
 
1.1.2. Viggo 
Viggo was founded in 1976 as Handling Agency Welschap. After an initial transfer to 
Eindhoven Handling, the company changed the name to Viggo in 2009 with the extension of 
its scope of activities. Viggo has always been the only ground handling company at 
Eindhoven Airport. The services provided consist of the full aspect of ground handling, 
cleaning and the security at the airport. The ground handling consists of the handling of 
airplanes, passengers and baggage. The cleaning activities consist of both terminal and 
aircraft cleaning. Besides the regular ground handling, Viggo also provides VIP services for 
the upper segment of General Aviation. 
 
Viggo delivers skilled and certified staff to the main security company G4S since 2009. 
Security employees perform access control, passenger screening, baggage screening and they 
check staff and visitors. Viggo currently employs 325 employees (i.e. 210 FTE). Some airport 
employees are cross-functional and can operate at both ground handling and security. When 
oncoming capacity requirement increases, Viggo pro-actively responds to deliver well-
educated and trained employees who are trained at their own Viggo Academy (Viggo 
Website, 2013). Viggo is a subsidiary company of PW Groep B.V., a holding company with 
one shareholder. Besides the main focus on airline and logistics services, PW Groep also 
deploys (airport unrelated) activities in consumer goods and life enhancement technologies. 
PW Groep manages all shares of Viggo.  
 
Important aspects of the ground handling service consist of timeliness, safety and customer 
satisfaction. Airlines schedule their flights according to a tight flight schedule. Holding an 
airplane on the ground costs a lot of money for an airline and flying according a high usage 
schedule yields the most returns. To make sure the flights depart on time, Viggo must ensure 
that all ground-handling operations are completed in full and on time, which requires good 
planning. Every airline company has their own protocol and combinations of ground handling 
requirements, which makes planning complex. Another challenge for the planning is to adapt 
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to delays or early arrivals. The airlines are still required to be handled within their standard 
ground time before departure; even when they are delayed. It is therefore required to plan on 
certain anomalies, without making too much cost. 
 

1.2. Methodology 
One widely applied methodology in the area of research is Van Aken (2005). Van Aken 
(2005) stated that two general forms of research exist. On the one hand it should be 
academically rigorous and on the other hand practically relevant. The difficulty is to manage 
the trade-off between these two aspects. Academically rigorous means that the research is 
purely descriptive, explanatory and mono-disciplinary which renders this research applicable 
to the specific situation. In contrary, practically relevant means that it should be solution-
orientated and the actionable knowledge can be applied in the field.  
 
Both descriptive and design science are used in the goals of this study. The efficient execution 
of ground handling operations at an airport in relation to the assignment of flights to parking 
positions was not found in (recent) literature. A contribution to literature is the description of 
this problem in the conceptual model. The mathematical model for this problem is derived 
based on the conceptual model. However, the ultimate goal is to find practical improvements 
in the assignment resulting in a balance between the reduction of walking times for 
passengers and a more efficient use of equipment and personnel. Therefore, this research 
project has a design science approach.  
 
The design science approach offers guidelines for evaluation and iteration within research 
projects. The goal is to develop knowledge that can be used to design solutions for field 
problems. It starts with describing all theories and relations concerned with the concepts of 
the study. Next, construction principles are created, which are guidelines for managers and 
input for validating research. Subsequently, the design rules are set and an organizational 
design is made, implemented and evaluated through feedback. Due to time restrictions, not 
the complete design cycle is performed. The design rules and a mathematical model are 
determined. Furthermore, the improvement potential is analysed and based on the preceding a 
tool is developed. The implementation and feedback phase is beyond the scope of this 
research.  
 

1.3. Problem definition 
The need for this research arises from multiple points of view: various service level 
agreement (SLA) and KPI’s, growth in number of passengers and cost reductions. At this 
moment some KPI targets of the incoming baggage, forced upon by Eindhoven Airport to 
Viggo, are not always achieved. The general target is that, depending on the airline, 95% of 
the first and last baggage has to be at the baggage claim in respectively 15 to 25 minutes and 
23 to 40 minutes. The current overall performance for first and last baggage is respectively 
78.0% and 87.9%. More effective ground handling processes are needed in order to at least 
get closer to the targets. 
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The expected growth in the number of passengers in the upcoming years is over 11% 
annually. Due to the possible increase in allowed air operations, the growth can be even more 
in 2016. The expansion of assets is expensive and the number of parking positions for 
aircrafts, the so-called ‘vliegtuig opstelplaatsen’ (VOPs), is not easily extended. More 
efficient use of the current capacity is needed to deal with the expected passenger growth 
without having to make high investments.  
 
The low-cost carriers (LCC’s) are the biggest players at Eindhoven Airport. Ryanair, 
Transavia, WizzAir and Corendon currently make 97% of the flights. These airlines 
constantly require lower fares. Cost reductions or increasing number of passengers are 
necessary to retain profits. Cost reductions require more efficient and use of the available 
capacity and equipment and a better planning in order to achieve this. Also, lower fares result 
in more passengers, due to elasticity of demand (Cawley, 2013).  
 

1.4. Research design 
This section contains the design of the research. First, the current problem and objectives are 
explained. Next the research questions, problem definition, scope and limitations of the 
research are described. Subsequently, the data collection and sampling are depicted and to 
conclude the reliability and validity are described. 

1.4.1. Research questions 
Many studies focus on only one objective, i.e. from the perspective of the customer. These 
studies perform research in minimization of the passenger walking distances. Studies that do 
take multiple objectives into consideration make a trade-off between the passenger walking 
distance and the assignment of flight to parking positions located directly at the terminal. The 
efficient execution of ground handling operations and use of expensive Ground Support 
Equipment (GSE) at an airport in relation to the assignment of flights to parking positions 
were not found in literature. The equipment not stationed at the parking positions is the mayor 
part of the total travelled distance by GSE and for simplicity only this equipment is 
considered. The following research question is formulated: 
 

How can the assignment of aircrafts to parking positions be optimized such that both 
ground-handling processes and the ground support equipment are used most efficiently? 

 

To answer the research question, different aspects have to be looked at. 
 
The development of low-cost carriers requires a cost reduction in operational processes of the 
ground handler, because these carriers constantly demand lower fares (De Neufville, 2008). 
To obtain this, GSE should be used as optimal and efficient as possible. Before the relation 
between flights to parking positions and efficient ground handling processes can be 
researched, it is necessary to know and specify what efficient ground handling processes 
exactly are.  
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Passenger satisfaction is an important factor for the airline and airport and among other things 
depends on the walking distances (Mangoubi and Mathaisel, 1985). The walking distance of 
passengers directly depends on the assignment of flights to parking positions. Furthermore, at 
Eindhoven Airport the parking positions and gates do not have to be the same because there 
are no air bridges. In this situation where the parking positions and gates are different aspects, 
the assignment of parking positions to gates also influences the passenger walking distances 
and therefore the passenger satisfaction.  
 
1.4.2. Scope 
The scope is the basis for the analysis and design phase as it denotes which aspects are and 
which are not included in this research. The scope includes the streams of baggage, streams of 
passengers, assigning aircrafts to parking positions and use of GSE and personnel for aircraft 
services. For the baggage streams only the incoming baggage is considered, as this is a critical 
process in the service level agreement (SLA) of Viggo. For the passenger streams only the 
outgoing passengers are considered, as those are important for a quick turnaround of the 
aircraft. The arriving passengers are only of importance to Viggo as crossing passenger 
streams are undesired due to higher personnel costs for passenger supervision. The origin of 
the aircraft (Schengen or non-Schengen, see Appendix A) is important for the assignment. For 
the use of GSE only the centrally located equipment to be described in Section 2.2, is 
considered. Processes such as security, passenger check-in, cleaning, maintenance and control 
are considered out of scope.  
 
The desired increase in the efficient use of the capacity and equipment at an airport can be 
investigated from various perspectives: from the perspective of the airline, passenger, 
government, airport authority or ground handling agent. This research is done from the 
perspective of the latter as the ground handler is the executing party and directly responsible 
for the processes of turning around an aircraft and the assignment of aircrafts to parking 
positions.  
 
A number of limitations are present in the current situation. Only ten VOPs are considered, 
the apron (the tarmac not directly at the terminal where aircrafts can be parked) is not taken 
into account. Because of the very low number of transfer passengers and the future 
termination of transit flights at Eindhoven Airport, transfer passengers are not considered. The 
passenger times only include travelling times, depending on the walking distances. Passenger 
waiting times are not in the scope. These waiting times do not influence the VOP or gate 
assignment and depend on a number of factors outside the scope of this research. The long-
term capacity planning of employees, GSE, gates and VOPs is out of scope and the 
assignment of flights to the taxiways and runways is not considered. Furthermore, the 
optimization is targeted at the parking positions of both the arriving and departing flights. It 
takes the total time aircrafts are parked into account. The gates are not within the optimization 
scope as they only little influence the total travelled times and the combinations of VOPs and 
gates is relatively fixed due to the lay-out of the airport.  
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The delays taken into account in this proposal are the regular delay occurrences. These are the 
gate arrival or departure delays, which consist of the differences in the scheduled and actual 
gate-in or gate-out times. Delays not considered are larger types of disturbances such as 
malfunctions of aircrafts and gates, airport maintenance or severe weather conditions. 
 
Bigger aircrafts than category C (see Appendix B) are outside the scope of this research 
because these aircrafts only incidentally arrive at Eindhoven Airport and require 1.5 VOPs to 
park. In certain situations when an aircraft is pushed back towards the taxiway, some parking 
positions are temporary blocked for incoming or outgoing aircrafts. These situations only last 
a short period of time and are not taken into account.  
 
1.4.3. Database of Viggo 
The data is extracted from a database of Viggo. The in-house developed so-called 
‘Dashboard’, is an application that can load and analyse data with respect to the airport since 
the beginning of 2011. Required information for sampling or verification can be found in 
Dashboard: aircraft types, scheduled and actual arrival and departure times, VOP assignment, 
gate assignment, (cleaning) services needed, current situations and performances, number of 
passengers and baggage, Schengen and/or non-Schengen, delay reasons, first and last 
incoming baggage delivery times, destinations, and calculations such as on time 
performances. 
 
1.4.4. Reliability and validity 
The data provided by Viggo through Dashboard is perceived from a database and contains a 
lot of objective data. Data such as scheduled and actual arrival and departure times, number of 
passengers and baggage, used parking positions and gates, and so on. Almost all of this data is 
objective. At most this data contains a number of typographical errors. Validity in the data 
analysis phase is guaranteed, as the data is not subject to subjectivity or changeable data, but 
based on inputted data and stored in a controlled and protected database. Would one perform 
the same research again, the data of the ´Dashboard` will be the same. Also the distances at 
the airport, the walking and traveling speeds and the services needed per aircraft, will be 
similar.  
 

1.5. Report structure 
The remainder of this report is outlined as follows. An overview of the existing literature is 
presented in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 presents the analysis phase of the current situation at Viggo 
and Eindhoven Airport. In Chapter 4 the project design is given, including the mathematical 
model. A case study is executed in Chapter 5. In Chapter 6 a simulation to compare the 
mathematical model to the current situation and the managerial tool is described. Chapter 7 
concludes the project by providing the conclusion, recommendations and suggestions for 
further research. Last, the reading guides and appendices with relevant background 
information are added. 
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2. Literature review 
This chapter gives an overview of the current literature on both the gate assignment and 
equipment coordination. Furthermore, the potential relation between these aspects is 
described and gaps in the literature are identified.  
 

2.1.   Gate assignment problem 
The assignment of flights to parking positions is called the gate assignment problem in 
literature. It has increasing importance due to the increasing number of passengers at airports 
(Genç et al., 2012). Also, LCC’s rise quickly, especially in Europe (De Neufville, 2008). 
These airlines, with increasing power due to higher market shares, ask for more efficient use 
of resources (Francis et al., 2004). This requires more efficient use of the available capacity 
and thus a better planning in order to achieve this.  
 
The primary purpose of aircraft assignment to gates at airports is to meet operational 
requirements while minimizing inconveniences for passengers. It directly affects the level of 
service at an airport (Ding et al., 2005; Yan et al., 2002). The gate assignment is important to 
the ground handler as it influences baggage streams, passenger streams, number of gates that 
are needed and the use of GSE. Moreover, it is important to the passengers as it influences the 
walking distances and potentially the possible connecting flights. The minimizing of travel 
distances by assigning aircrafts to gates is an easily understood, but difficult to solve problem. 
 

Three constraints are commonly considered: (1) every flight has to be assigned to exactly one 
gate, (2) no two aircrafts can be assigned to the same gate concurrently and (3) an aircraft can 
only be assigned to a gate that can serve the requirements and space restrictions, also for the 
adjacent gates, demanded by that aircraft. Furthermore, there are a number of restrictions 
which have to be taken into account in the gate planning, for example if it is a domestic or 
international flight. For Eindhoven this means if it is a Schengen or non-Schengen flight, see 
Appendix A, and whether it is an EU or non-EU flight. 
 
The assignment of flights to parking positions can be executed in advance and during real-
time operations, both based on objectives. The objectives vary from minimizing passenger 
walking distance, minimizing baggage transfer distance, minimizing the number of off-gate 
events, equally distribute the range of unutilized time periods for gates, minimize the variance 
of idle times at the gates, a multiple of the above, or others. The objectives covered in this 
research and relevant to Viggo are the minimization of passenger walking distance, baggage 
travelling distances and the schedule robustness. 
 
2.1.1. Passenger walking distance 
The most common objective is the minimization of passenger walking distances. Typically 
considered distances are: (1) the distance from the check-in desk to the gates for departing 
passengers, (2) the distance from the gates to the baggage-claim area for arriving passengers 
and (3) the distance from one gate to another for transfer passengers. In some cases in which 
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the aircraft cannot be assigned to an available gate, also the distance from the apron to the 
terminal is considered (Ding et al., 2005). 
 
The objective of minimizing passenger walking distances can have different approaches, for 
instance: to minimize the sum of total distance passengers have to cover (Mangoubi and 
Mathaisel, 1985; Yan et al., 2002), minimize the maximum distance a passenger has to walk 
(Haghani and Chen, 1998), to minimize the distance passengers have to walk with their 
luggage Chang (1994), and more. 
 
Passenger walking distance directly influences passenger satisfaction. The baggage transport 
distance is less of importance to passengers as long as their baggage is correctly and in their 
perception fast and ‘honestly’ delivered at the airport (Veldhuis, 2013). Honest here means 
that the order in which the baggage is delivered corresponds to the order in which the aircrafts 
have arrived.  
 
Nonetheless, baggage transport distance is important in terms of operating costs (Haghani and 
Chen, 1998; Robusté and Daganzo, 1992). Minimizing the baggage transport distance 
depends on the structure of the airport and the way the operations are arranged. It depends on 
the location of the baggage belts, baggage hall and the routes to and from the aircraft. 
Furthermore, if the baggage is handled centrally or locally is of importance. Hu and Di Paolo 
(2007) argued minimizing baggage transport distances can be solved by easily extending the 
model for the gate assignments in minimizing passenger walking distances. 
 
2.1.2. Stochastic delays 
The data of any flight to gate scheduling is subject to uncertainty and may change over time. 
The environment of airport traffic is influenced by uncertain factors, such as the weather and 
there are many dependencies, such as other aircrafts or previous or consecutive flights with 
the same aircraft. Flights or gates can break down, severe weather conditions might occur or 
staff and many others can make mistakes. Therefore, early and late arrivals and late 
departures can occur. In literature these aspects are gathered in the term stochastic delays and 
have to either be resolved in the planning stage or during real-time operations. Delays may 
disrupt the premade assignment, called the static gate assignment, which is based on the 
scheduled arrival and departure times. However, during real-time operations, due to stochastic 
flight delays, it might not be the optimal assignment. In this research only the gate arrival and 
departure delays are considered, which are the difference in the scheduled and actual gate-in 
and gate-out times. 
 
In order to reduce planning problems in uncertain disturbances, it is necessary to make the 
schedule as robust as possible. Robust means that the gate assignment is less sensitive to 
uncertain delays. The most common way to achieve robustness in scheduling flight to parking 
positions is by using buffer times. Buffer times can be applied in a variety of manners, for 
example: fixed buffer times between two consecutive assigned flights, maximizing the 
minimal buffer times or minimizing the variance of idle times of gates (Bolat, 2000).  
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All manners have their own advantages and disadvantages. Planned fixed buffer times could 
improve schedule punctuality in flight operations. Yan and Huo (2001) added in their static 
gate assignment a fixed buffer time between two flights assigned to the same gate to absorb 
the stochastic flight delays. The second option is to maximize the minimal buffer time (e.g. 
Diepen, 2008). After this is achieved, the flights to gates are assigned in the most robust way 
overall. Since the total scheduled ground time of flights and the total available gate times are 
constant, this is equal to the objective of evenly spread idle times at gates (Bolat, 2000). A 
disadvantage is that the buffer times for all flights are considered to be equal. This might not 
be the case as an aircraft with a longer turnaround, less passengers and/or baggage or different 
parking position might require a different buffer time. Another alternative in robust 
scheduling is to find a schedule, although non-optimal but as close as possible, with the 
flexible property of changing input data (Dorndorf et al., 2007). This gives the airport 
operations the possibility to adapt to the changes quickly and effectively.  
 
Yan et al. (2002) stated that so far no research had designed flexible buffer times to absorb 
stochastic delays effectively in real-time gate assignments. They designed flexible buffer 
times which increment or decrement according to flight density. Higher density classes at the 
airport could result in shorter buffer times to minimize the reduction in airport capacity, but 
also higher buffer times to minimize the disturbance of the flight assignment. Their simulation 
showed that the flexible buffer times could be useful for airport authorities to perform gate 
assignments, especially in the scenarios in which the buffer times are shorter when flight 
density is higher. 
 
2.1.3. Real-time operations 
When stochastic flight delays occur during real-time operations, it might be needed to 
reassign flights to alternate gates (Yan et al., 2002). For operational control, real-time gate 
assignment rules have to be available. These should help airport staff to reassign flights in 
real-time operations in an effective and efficient way and improve the planned system 
performance. Integrating the planning and real-time operations of the gate assignment is a 
relatively new field of research. Stochastic flight delays are continuously subject to change 
and influenced by a lot of factors. Therefore, it is a challenge to develop and apply an optimal 
model that is not time consuming in execution. 
 
The expert system is the most commonly used approach to deal with the stochastic flight 
delays in real-time (Baron, 1969; Bolat, 2000; Gosling, 1990; Jo et al., 2000, 1997; Srihari 
and Muthukrishnan, 1991). These so-called rule based expert systems consist of a set of rules 
to which the initial gate assignment is revised whenever a delay occurs. The expert system 
can include a lot of rules and the most important and difficult task is to identify all rules that 
need to be implemented. These rules determine in real-time the assignment of flights to gates. 
The expert system is used widely, because it can be applied in a lot of different situations and 
is relatively easy to use. This is also the reason it will be used in this research. 
 
The main disadvantage of the previous models is that the real multiple criteria nature of the 
problem is not taken into account. Therefore, Dorndorf et al. (2007) proposed a model which 
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is multi-objective. The solving of this model provides a trade-off between conflicting 
objectives. The trade-off is in the objectives of assigning flight to parking positions located 
directly at the terminal and the minimization of the total passenger walking or baggage 
transporting distance.  
 

2.2.  Equipment coordination 
At the airport ground-handling site, a lot of equipment is needed in order to provide all 
services to aircrafts, passengers and baggage. The ground support equipment (GSE) includes: 
ground power units, tractors, chocks, cones, stairs, baggage belts, baggage carts, pushback 
trucks, de-icing trucks, vehicles for water and lavatory services, catering, lifts for passengers 
with reduced mobility, and more. The challenges that occur are to determine how much 
equipment is at least needed and what is optimal with respect to cost and time. Moreover, an 
important question is how to use the equipment both as efficiently and effectively as possible.  
 
Next to the physical restrictions of aircraft parking stands which are outside the scope of this 
study, the ultimate capacity of the apron/gate complex depends on the ability of the complete 
interface to provide effective and efficient transfer of passengers, baggage, and freight 
between aircraft and terminal. This depends on the availability and use of GSE and directly 
affects the quick turnaround of the aircraft. Therefore it is important that the number of 
aircrafts that need to be handled does not exceed the ultimate capacity (Janic, 2009). 
 

2.3.   Gate assignment related to equipment coordination 
The assignment of flights to parking positions is crucial in efficient and effective ground 
handling operations and therefore in the turnaround time of an aircraft and passenger 
satisfaction. These performed ground-handling operations are services, provided by the 
ground handler. In order to be able to do so, a lot of GSE is needed. The coordination of 
equipment in availability and use also influences the efficient and effective ground handling. 
There is a shared objective between the gate assignment and the coordination of equipment. 
The relation between these aspects works both ways. 
 
The parking position to which a flight is assigned directly influences the use of GSE. The 
equipment consists of two subcategories. Equipment stationed at parking positions or aprons, 
and equipment stationed at a central depot. The first ones are directly related to the gate 
assignment. GSE is expensive and frequently less available than the number of gates. This is 
due to aircrafts that stays longer at the gate than the equipment is needed, not all aircrafts need 
all the equipment and most of the gates are not always occupied.  
 
This first subcategory consists of for instance: baggage belts, stairs in case of no air bridge 
and ground power units. The locations where this equipment is stationed influence the gate 
assignment and the other way around. However, the flight to gate assignment has the biggest 
influence and is therefore leading. Ground handling personnel might have to move equipment 
to serve the aircraft. It is more efficient to harmonize these aspects and plan the use of 
equipment together with the assignment of aircrafts to gates. 
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The second subcategory is the equipment not stationed at the gate but at a central depot or 
multiple local depots. It also influences the gate assignment. This subcategory, called the 
centrally stationed ground support equipment (CSGSE), includes tractors, pushback trucks, 
de-icing trucks, vehicles for water services, toilet services or catering, passenger lifts (in case 
of the lack of a jet bridge) and baggage carts. The distances the GSE has to cover are affected 
by the assigned parking position. Therefore, a good assignment is crucial in efficient ground 
handling processes. Furthermore, ground-handling personnel can be classified in this 
subcategory and seen as equipment due to the characteristic of being interchangeable and 
multi-usable. 
 
The location of the central depot or multiple local depots influences the optimal assignment of 
aircrafts to gates, depending on the objective. If the only objective is the passenger walking 
distance, the equipment is not taken into consideration and location is not of importance. 
However, in this research the efficient use of GSE and personnel is described so location is 
relevant. Another objective that can be classified in this category is the minimization of 
baggage traveling distances. The fact if the baggage is handled centrally or locally is of 
importance. The gate assignment directly influences the ground handling operations for 
baggage handling as the distance to the handling location is affected. In case of multiple 
baggage handling locations where the airport is divided into zones, placing aircrafts in the 
same zone might speed up the transfer baggage handling, reduce the operating cost as less 
personnel is needed at the closed location or increase the handling time as the location gets 
congested. Thereby the accuracy and speed of baggage handling and so customer satisfaction 
are affected. 
 

2.4.   Summary of literature review 
The assignment of flights and aircrafts to parking positions and the ground handling 
operations including passenger streams and baggage influence each other. The unit of analysis 
is to minimize the distance covered and time travelled by outgoing passengers, the distances 
and times needed for the movement of GSE and personnel and the distance covered and the 
time travelled by incoming baggage. There will be some kind of a trade-off within or between 
these aspects that can be altered both in advance and during real-time operations as pleased.  
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3. Analysis 
This chapter describes the current method of Viggo of the assignment of parking positions 
and gates. Next, the data is analysed with respect to passengers, baggage, dispatchers and 
GSE. Moreover, the on time performance is analysed and last the schedule robustness is 
described. 
 

3.1. Current method 
There is a difference between parking positions and gates at Eindhoven Airport. The parking 
position or VOP is a place at the terminal site where aircrafts can park. These VOPs are not 
connected to the airport terminal via air bridges. Departing passengers can reach the aircraft 
by walking over the tarmac. Passenger streams are regulated and navigated by fences and 
Viggo personnel. Departing passengers are collected at their respective gate and guided 
through fences, which can be adapted to connect certain gates to different VOPs (see 
Appendix C, Figure 5 for an overview of possible combinations). For this reason, this 
research makes a distinction in VOPs and gates. Gates are where departing passengers are 
located and VOPs where aircrafts are stationed. The arriving passengers from a Schengen 
flight walk from the aircraft to the baggage claim area via the bridge; see Figure 1. Arriving 
passengers from non-Schengen flights walk from the aircraft via a passage under the bridge to 
the border control. This is of importance to Viggo as crossing passenger streams are undesired 
as they disturb a swift handling and cost extra personnel to safely guide all passengers.    
 
3.1.1. VOP and gate assignment 
At this moment, an employee of Viggo weekly produces the VOP and gate assignment for the 
upcoming week. This is done by manually importing the flight schedule into an Excel-file 
planning tool (see Figure 6 in Appendix D). After the schedule for the upcoming week is 
imported, the flights are sorted in ascending order of arrival times. Next, the flights are 
manually assigned to VOPs.  
 
Three turnaround categories can be distinguished: Schengen, non-Schengen and incoming 
Schengen and outgoing non-Schengen or the other way around flights (see Appendix A for a 
description). A strict rule exists in aviation: passengers of Schengen and non-Schengen flights 
are not allowed to come in contact with each other after boarder control. Because of the layout 
of the airport, in order to cope with passenger streams and to board passengers without the 
need to cross the departing or the non-Schengen passengers, a bridge is used for Schengen 
passengers. Arriving passengers from Schengen flights use the bridge to get to the baggage 
claim area where arriving passengers from non-Schengen flights walk under the bridge to get 
to customs and then go the baggage claim area. See Figure 1 for the layout of the airport. 
 
The parking allocation rules of thumb the planner maintains are different for the different 
categories. For the biggest turnaround category, Schengen, the next flight is assigned to the 
first available gate starting from VOP 1 working to VOP 10. See Figure 1 for an overview of 
the VOPs. A buffer time of 30 minutes between consecutive flights at the same parking 
position is persisted and the current objective is to assign flights to the lowest VOP number.  
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Figure 1. Layout of Eindhoven Airport. 

For the non-Schengen flights, the same strategy is conducted; only the assignment is done 
starting at VOP 6 working to VOP 10. Current capacity restrictions from Eindhoven Airport 
never allow more than four non-Schengen flights scheduled to arrive within one discrete hour. 
The discrete hour does not work as rolling hours and therefore, if more than five non-
Schengen flights have to be parked at the same time, the assignment is extended working 
from VOP 5 to VOP 1. For the last turnaround category no exact strategy is followed, 
however the flights that arrive as Schengen and depart as non-Schengen or the other way 
around are assigned in close proximity of the bridge (VOPs 5 and 6).  
 
Sometimes, the first Schengen flight is assigned to VOP 5 or 6, and next the assignment is 
started from VOP 1 to 6 (which is free again after departure) to prevent the situation of 
crossing passenger streams. This could happen in the situation of disembarking passengers at 
VOP 1 or 2 and boarding passengers at higher numbered VOPs. This is undesired as it asks 
for more personnel to guide all passengers to their destination. One VOP is assigned to be the 
stand-by VOP. This position changes by the assignment and in time and is made known to the 
operators in the control tower. In case of emergency, the operators do not have to look for a 
parking position for the aircraft, but immediately know where to park it. Ground Traffic 
Control and the Airport Operations agreed that the spare VOP always is one of the positions 
7, 8 or 9. Only in the situation when all VOPs are needed for normal operations there is no 
stand-by position. 
 
Next, the planner assigns the gates to the VOPs. Gates 1 to 6 are used for Schengen flights. 
Gates 7 to 9 are located after passing the border control and are used for non-Schengen 
flights. All gates are assigned starting with the gate to the corresponding VOP. Gate 1 is 
assigned to VOP 1, gate 2 to VOP 2, and so on. Gate 6 or 7 is assigned to VOP 6, which 
depends on the flight being Schengen or non-Schengen, gate 7/8 to VOP 7 and so on. Other 
VOP-gate combinations are possible, but not all gates can lead to all VOPs. See Table 19 in 
Appendix C for possible combinations.  
 
The planner sends the gate assignment schedule in advance to the airport operations manager 
(AOM). This is based on the static gate assignment and later used during real-time operations 
by adapting for actual arrival and departure times. The AOM uses the assignment to 
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determine the number of empty parking positions the next day to issue extra slots to General 
Aviation (GA) and to determine the number of swerving flights from other airports they will 
be able to handle the next day. The AOM puts the aircraft assignment into Skyguide, which is 
a software program used during daily operations to see all flight information including the 
VOP and gate number.  
 
During real-time operations the Viggo Operations Coordinator (OpsCo) is responsible for the 
actual assignment. The OpsCo reads the predetermined assignment from Skyguide.  When the 
assignment is still possible the coordinator assigns the aircraft to that position, but if not the 
OpsCo determines an alternative by the decision tree of Figure 8 in Appendix E. When no 
conflicts arise, the aircraft stays assigned to the predetermined VOP. In case of conflicting 
aircrafts, the OpsCo reassigns the aircrafts in such a way that the least changes have to be 
made. The OpsCo uses the same guidelines as the planner, but has up to date flight 
information. Currently, the need for a tool for the OpsCo’s arises because the workload 
increases along with the increase in number of flights. In the future, especially in the busy 
summer periods, the expectation is that this is going to be a problem.  
 
3.1.2. Parking positions 
Three airlines daily use Eindhoven Airport and some more airlines weekly or seasonally. 
None of them has an arrangement with the airport for fixed or preferred parking positions. 
Also no airline operates at an own or standard gate as Viggo executes all ground handling. 
Therefore, in this research no airline preferences are taken into account. The ten parking 
positions at Eindhoven Airport are similar and all the aircrafts can park on any position. 
Therefore, no gate-size restrictions are present. When more aircrafts are present than VOPs 
are available, the aircrafts not parked at the terminal have to wait at the apron until a parking 
position becomes available. The assignment is based on a first come first served basis. The 
apron is out of scope of the assignment, although the possible delay might have an impact on 
the schedule.   
 
Less than 30 minutes before actual arrival of the aircraft no more VOP changes are to be 
made. Last minute VOP changes might result in delays, as equipment might not be present 
and confusion among personnel exists. Also, last minute VOP changes can result in pre-
positioned GSE repositioning. 
 

3.2. Data analysis 
The unit that allows for comparison between the passenger streams, baggage streams, CSGSE 
usage and personnel is time. To derive the total time spent by each part, the total distances and 
average speed needs to be known. The distances between the different locations are calculated 
on the basis of the ground plan of Eindhoven Airport. In Figure 2 all considered locations are 
indicated. For an overview of the distances between the locations, see Table 20 in Appendix 
F. The distances to each VOP are always measured to the T-junction (where the nose of the 
aircraft is parked). The front stairs, front baggage compartment and pushback truck, which are 
used for all aircrafts, are close to this junction. Furthermore, the extra distances for the rear 
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stairs, lift and toilet and catering services are similar for all VOPs and aircrafts and therefore 
do not influence the assignment. 
 

 
Figure 2. Lay-out of Eindhoven Airport. 

3.2.1. Passengers 
Gates are assigned to flights and departing passengers walk from the gate trough paths created 
by fences to the correct VOP. Departing passengers are important to Viggo as they are critical 
in a correct and quick turnaround of the aircrafts, which is essential in the operation. A quick 
turnaround requires a quick disembarking and boarding of all passengers without taking any 
shortcuts on safety and security regulations.  
 
Last minute gate changes might result in delays as passengers have to search for and walk to 
the new assigned gate. Pre-queuing is the check at the gate of the hand baggage and boarding 
pass and starts 40 minutes before departure. Before the pre-queuing can be started, two 
employees of Viggo have to make preparations at the specific gate. Therefore, once assigned, 
the gate assignment should not be changed anymore from 45 minutes before departure.  
 
Arriving passengers are less of a concern because they require less processing than departing 
passengers. History learned fewer passengers complain when they have to wait a shorter 
amount of time for their baggage in the baggage hall. Longer transfer times of passengers 
benefit a shorter waiting time. On the contrary, longer walking distances could lead to less 
satisfied passengers (Veldhuis, 2013).  
 
All departing passengers pass security, after which they continue to their gate. Before they 
arrive at their specific gate, they pass shops and restaurants in the terminal. Passengers spend 
time here as they wait for the flight. The gate and VOP assignments are not influenced by 
distances inside the terminal building so are regarded out of scope. Therefore, the starting 
point of all passenger distances is right at the gate. Differences in the number of passengers 
per aircraft are small so the number of passengers per aircraft is not considered. Instead, the 
distances are calculated for one passenger to the specific aircraft. 
 
3.2.2. Baggage 
The route to travel for baggage differs for arriving and departing situations. See Figure 2 for 
the layout of the airport. Departing baggage is transported from the baggage hall to the 
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specific VOP. Passengers have to check-in their baggage no later than 40 minutes before 
departure. The departing baggage drop route is less critical in terms of processing time for the 
departing aircrafts since 40 minutes is enough time to screen, sort and transport the baggage 
to the VOPs. Furthermore, the departing baggage time is not specified in the SLA KPI’s. The 
important thing is off course that the correct baggage is loaded in the correct aircraft.  
 
On the other hand, arriving baggage is a critical process. The arriving baggage is transported 
from the VOP to the baggage claim area. To get to the baggage belts, the ground-handling 
employee has to drive from the specific VOP along the fence up to the entrance in front of 
VOP 10 to the baggage claim. The distances calculated are from each VOP until the baggage 
claim area. These distances are very long and directly influence the time before the first and 
last baggage is placed on the baggage belt. For Transavia the distances are tripled since the 
baggage is split unloaded. Split unloading is the unloading of baggage in twice to shorten the 
time before the first baggage is on the baggage belt. The baggage handler has to travel from 
the aircraft to the baggage claim, back to the aircraft and again to the baggage claim area. The 
distance from the baggage claim area back to location where the CGSGE is located is not 
considered. This distance is equal for all flights and does not influence the VOP assignment. 
Also, the platform employee can be assigned to another flight or task, which is out of scope. 
 
The general target is that 95% of the first baggage has to be at the baggage claim area 15 to 25 
minutes (depending on the airline, see columns 2 and 3 in Table 2) after the aircraft is parked. 
95% of the last piece of baggage has to be at the baggage claim in 23 to 40 minutes. This time 
is calculated starting from the time the aircraft is putted on blocks. Although the averages of 
the block to first baggage times (Block-FIBA) and block to last baggage times (Block-LABA) 
are all way below the targets, see Table 2, the targets are not always reached. This is because 
many longer baggage times exist and these are one of the current concerns of the Viggo 
management. Columns 6 and 7 show the percentages that are within target. None of these are 
over 95%. Some of the FIBA and LABA targets are going to be increased in consultation with 
Eindhoven Airport and the airlines, increasing the number of flights where baggage is 
delivered within target time. 
 
Table 2 

SLA Targets and Performances for Baggage per Airline in 2013 

Airline 95% 

FIBA 

95% 

LABA 

Average 

Block-FIBA 

Average 

Block-LABA 

% < target  

FIBA  

% < target 

LABA 

Overall 

Ryanair 

 

15 

 

23 

14.0 

11.1 

18.9 

14.8 

77.99 

84.61 

87.89 

92.07 

Transavia 21 32 17.1 23.4 76.52 85.33 

WizzAir 15 23 14.2 18.9 63.85 82.89 

Corendon 25 40 22.6 34.1 66.20 75.96 

Others 25 40 16.3 22.2 85.60 92.40 
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Between parking positions the distances that need to be covered differ, but the baggage 
handling remains the same. The differences in distances to the baggage claim area between 
VOP 1 and VOP 10 are significant. The extra distance is 690.60 – 294.60 = 396 meters (see 
Table 20 in Appendix F). With an established speed of 10 km/h, this takes an employee 2.4 
minutes. The assumption is that the lower the VOP number the bigger the chance that the 
platform employee has to wait for crossing passenger streams. A look at the data of average 
Block-FIBA and Block-LABA times and average baggage per VOP resulted in Figure 3. For 
the data see Table 21 in Appendix G. 
 

 
Figure 3. Average Block-FIBA and Block-LABA times and number of baggage per VOP. 

There is no trend of decreasing average baggage times for higher numbered VOPs as was 
expected. The assumption that the lower the VOP number the bigger the chance the platform 
employee has to wait for crossing passengers and therefore longer baggage times for these 
VOPs is neither confirmed nor rejected. The question is if the flights at the VOPs are 
representative and comparable and if the baggage is equally distributed among these parking 
positions. The baggage unloading times turn out not to be directly influenced by the assigned 
VOP. The service times are relatively a lot bigger than the travel times.  
 
In Table 3 the number and percentages of the flights per airline per VOP are shown. The most 
striking are the percentages of Corendon. Corendon mainly uses VOP 7 to 9. These are also 
the positions with higher average baggage pieces and times. The same counts for Transavia in 
combination with VOP 1. There are differences in the average baggage per airline. Ryanair 
flights have 45.0 pieces on average, Transavia 82.4, WizzAir 54.7 and Corendon 151.3 
pieces. By far the highest is Corendon and also Transavia is a lot more than average. The 
average baggage per flight follows the same trends as the average baggage times, see Figure 
3, and big differences are present. The higher percentages of Corendon flights assigned to 
higher numbered VOPs are logical because these flights all are non-Schengen. The couple of 
differences that are present are unavoidable and are therefore not included in the model. 
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Besides the higher amount of baggage, the higher traffic intensity might result in higher 
average baggage times. Only when there is more traffic at the airport, the VOPs 8 to 10 are 
used. Nevertheless, these aspects cannot be influenced by the VOP assignment. Therefore, the 
baggage times are not dominantly included in the objective of the optimal assignment. 
 
Table 3 

Number and Percentages of Flights per Airline per VOP 

VOP Ryanair Transavia WizzAir Corendon Ryanair  

(in %) 

Transavia  

(in%) 

WizzAir 

(in %) 

Corendon 

(in %) 

1 172 415 80 0 3,1 10,8 3,5 0,0 

2 1,043 663 461 0 18,5 17,3 20,1 0,0 

3 1,266 768 436 4 22,5 20,0 19,0 1,2 

4 990 704 276 3 17,6 18,4 12,0 0,9 

5 642 541 234 5 11,4 14,1 10,2 1,5 

6 819 341 270 47 14,6 8,9 11,8 14,6 

7 426 217 304 85 7,6 5,7 13,3 26,3 

8 189 115 168 95 3,4 3,0 7,3 29,4 

9 65 52 63 72 1,2 1,4 2,7 22,3 

10 12 17 2 12 0,2 0,4 0,1 3,7 

Total 5,624 3,833 2,294 323     

 
3.2.3. Equipment 
The CSGSE is used by driving the equipment from the depot, via the path in front of the 
baggage hall to the specific VOP. The CSGSE always passes the baggage hall and this 
research does not consider the use but only the distances of the CSGSE. Therefore, the 
CSGSE and the baggage that needs to be delivered to the aircraft can be taken together and 
treated similar. The distances are calculated from the entrance of the baggage hall to each 
VOP. Differences do occur per airline. Transavia uses an average of 5.3 CSGSE, Ryanair 2.2, 
WizzAir 3.1 and Corendon 4.3 (see Table 22 in Appendix H).  
 
3.2.4. Dispatcher 
When the aircraft is parked, the dispatcher is the person who provides the pilot with 
information such as load sheets. The dispatcher has to walk twice from the location indicated 
with a D in Figure 2 to the specific VOP. The distances are calculated from the dispatch 
airside entrance to each VOP. For arriving and departing procedures, the dispatcher currently 
needs two return walks, both to the aircraft, so the distance is multiplied with 4. 
 
Various measurements, executed in collaboration with a platform employee of Viggo, provide 
insight in the average speed of GSE and baggage transport. These are respectively set to 15 
and 10 km/h. The speed of baggage transport is lower than the other GSE because it requires 
more careful driving or otherwise baggage falls off. Furthermore, the average speed of the 
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dispatcher is measured by multiple observations over various flights on various days to be 5 
km/h. The average passengers walking speed is measured to be 3 km/h. This lower speed 
could be due to passengers that search for routes, look around at the non-daily environment or 
are simply on holiday.  
 
3.2.5. Sampling 
The sampling used is the data of a peak day in flights and passengers of the last year. July 26th 
2013 is, for now, the busiest day ever at Eindhoven Airport. Therefore the data of this day is 
used to test and compare the new model to the current situation. If the model can be applied 
for this day, it is plausible that it can be applied all other days as well. On July 26th there were 
91 flights of which 45 arriving and 46 departing flights. The airport layout consisted of 10 
VOPs and 9 gates. The distances and times in the actual assignment on July 26th are shown in 
Table 4.  
 
Table 4 

Distances and Travelled Times in the Current Situation 

 
Departing 

Passengers 
Dispatchers GSE 

Arriving 

Baggage  

Distance (in meters) 7,101 28,146 71,231 42,315 

Total travelled time (in sec.) 8,521 20,265 17,095 15,233 

Weighting factor 4 2 1 2 

Weighted time (in sec.) 3,787 4,503 1,899 3,385 

Share in total 27.9% 33.2% 14.0% 24.9% 

 

3.2.6. Weighting travel time 
Weighting factors are used for the different actors and represent the importance Viggo 
attaches to the specific actors. The factors are determined in consultation with Viggo 
management and reflect their differences in priority.  
 

The total weighted travel time for passengers, baggage, equipment and dispatchers in the 
current scheduled situation was 13,575 seconds (226 hours) which is the reference for the new 
model. All distances are based on the distances and actual assignment in Table 20 in 
Appendix F and Table 23 in Appendix I.  The passenger distance per aircraft is considered the 
most important one, followed by the dispatcher and baggage and the least important one is the 
CSGSE travelling distance.  
 

3.3. On time performance 
Another aspect to look into is if there is a difference in on time performance (OTP) between 
the different parking positions. And when this is the case, what the reason is. A more efficient 
assignment is preferable, but not if the OTP suffers so much such that the SLA targets are 
worsened. Furthermore, it might be good to look into the possibility to engage the OTP or 
SLA targets in the assignment. Therefore, the performances per VOP were compared among 
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each other. The data was subtracted through ‘Dashboard’ from the flight database of 
Eindhoven Airport. For the OTP the data was filtered for delays due to late arrivals and delays 
because of circumstances out of the scope of Viggo, such as fog or other bad weather 
situations. Table 5 shows the performances.  
 
Table 5 

On Time Performance (Corrected for Late Arrivals) over 2013 for each VOP 

VOP 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

OTP (in%) 96.7 97.7 97.3 96.5 96.0 96.4 94.6 93.4 92.7 88.5 

# of flights 671 2,186 2,479 1,990 1,425 1,509 1,060 619 289 52 

 
The OTPs of VOPs 1 to 6 are more or less equal. This is not the case for the other positions. 
The further away the VOP from the terminal the worse the on time performance is. Also, the 
number of times these parking positions are used declines along the higher VOPs. That is 
because the set of rules used by the planner and operations coordinator in the assignment of 
aircrafts to positions. The reason why higher numbered VOPs have a lower performance can 
be because of three reasons. It might be that they are only used when they are needed. In other 
words, only when the airport is busy and processes a lot of traffic these are used. Higher 
traffic density situations are more susceptible for delays due to coordination challenges, 
queuing and waiting times for passengers or aircrafts, equipment shortage or physical 
limitations inside the terminal building.  

Another reason could be that the higher numbered VOPs are further away from the terminal 
so passengers, CSGSE and dispatchers have to travel further. However, pre-boarding and 
extra personnel when more (and therefore higher numbered) VOPs are used eliminate this 
option.  

The third and most likely option is that lower performances at certain times result in the use of 
the higher numbered VOPs. Aircrafts that do not depart on time longer occupy their parking 
position. Therefore, the flight that is assigned to that VOP might have to be reassigned to a 
higher numbered VOP. When at that moment the responsibility for the late departure of 
flights lies within Viggo, the chance that other flights depart later than planned is present. 
This could result in lower OTPs for higher numbered VOPs. 

VOP 7 and possibly VOP 8 were expected to perform just as good as the lower numbers. 
Position 7 is already used whenever two non-Schengen flights are present, which occurs on a 
daily basis. The reason for the lower performance is not clear, but not necessary to look at 
with regard to the assignment as the best performing positions are automatically used as often 
as possible. The preference of VOPs is the lower the position the better. For non-Schengen 
flights VOP 6 is always preferred to higher numbered positions as this has shorter distances 
with the given weights in Table 4.  

The above performances do not give rise to adapt the objective of the optimal model. The 
OTPs of VOPs 1 to 6 are within the SLA targets and VOPs 7 to 10 are used in order from best 
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to the least performing. Furthermore, the founded causes of the differences in performances of 
the different VOPs only depend on the traffic intensity at the whole airport, not on the 
location of the parking position. The weights of the actors can be influenced such that the 
higher numbered VOPs are preferred, the OTPs will probably change accordingly. 

3.4. Schedule robustness 
In the assignment, the planner anticipates for small changes in the arrival and departure times 
by adding idle time between two flights. The idle time of a VOP, called the buffer time, is the 
rest between a departing and arriving aircraft at the same VOP. The reason for this buffer time 
is to absorb small delays without the direct need for changing the assignment. This results in a 
more robust schedule. Larger disturbances might still lead to a need for changes in de 
schedule. Nevertheless, the more robust the schedule, the fewer changes are needed.  
 
The initial VOP and gate planning is adapted during real-time operations. Schedule robustness 
denotes the deviation from this schedule. Both the initial and realized VOP and gate 
assignment of July 26th are compared; see Tables 23 and 24 in Appendix I. Of the VOPs, 41% 
of the assignments were changed, of the gates this was 61% of the assignments. To examine 
the robustness more accurately, two different days are extra included in the dataset. Including 
the data of July 27th and January 27th, 55% of the gates and 62% of the VOPs were changed. 
The OpsCo does the reassignments, based on either incoming delays or they think another 
assignment is better. Remark is that these percentages only represent three days and depend 
on the OpsCo of those days and the choices the planner made. However, the three days are 
different in traffic intensity and representative for the operation. Therefore, these percentages 
give a good impression for the robustness of the current situation.  
 

3.5. Summary of analysis 
The assignment of parking positions and gates is weekly produced by the planner of Viggo. 
The total weighted travel time for all actors together on July 26th was 13,575 seconds. This is 
the reference for the models that are developed. Furthermore, the baggage times and the on 
time performances are not directly influenced by the VOP. Therefore, these are not 
(dominantly) included in the Last the robustness is described. On July 26th over 40% of the 
VOPs and 60% of the gate were changed. The robustness also functions as the reference for 
the new models.   
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4. Mathematical Model 
The objective of this chapter is to derive the mathematical models taking into account all 
necessary conditions, indicators and the differences in importance through weighting factors. 
The first model is derived for the initial situation. This deterministic VOP assignment is made 
on the basis of the deterministic scheduled arrival and departure time. The stochastic model is 
an extension of the deterministic model with the use of adapted scheduled arrival and 
departure times based on historical data. Furthermore, the stochastic model is the basis for the 
real-time VOP and gate assignments. To conclude, the model input and output factors are 
described and subsequently the solution algorithm is obtained.  
 

4.1. Deterministic model 
The first model is the deterministic model in which only deterministic variables and 
parameters are taken into account. These are the scheduled arrival, departure and ground 
times. The assumption is that all aircrafts arrive and depart on time. In the stochastic model 
this assumption is loosened.  
 
Assumptions: 

� The assignment of flights to VOPs and gates is performed daily; 
� Physically, all aircrafts can be stationed at all VOPs. Bigger aircrafts that do not fit at 

one VOP are not considered as they arrive extremely rare;  
� The centrally located GSE is stationed at 15 meters from the baggage hall, but is 

treated equally as departing baggage because this distance does not influence the VOP 
and gate assignments as the distance is equal for all flights; 

� The distances are measured from the T-junction of the VOP (where the nose of the 
aircraft is parked), the entrance of the baggage hall for all equipment, the door of the 
dispatcher to the airside and for the passengers the door at the specific gate; 

� Equipment and material consist of ground support equipment. Platform employees are 
also included, because they drive the equipment; 

� All VOPs can serve as the standby-position which is determined afterwards; 
� The standard buffer times between two consecutive assigned flights at the same gate is 

15 minutes before and 15 minutes after the expected times; 
� Home based aircrafts assigned to a VOP in the evening have the same departure VOP 

the next morning; 
� Differences in the number of passengers per aircraft are small so the number of 

passengers per aircraft is not considered. Instead the distances are calculated for the 
batch of passengers to the specific aircraft; 

� Incoming aircrafts are not allowed to wait for a parking position. 
� Aircrafts are parked until their planned departure times. They are not moved during 

ground time; 
� The VOP assignment is based on the scheduled arrival and departure times.  
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Sets: 
� Set of flights arriving and/or departing from the airport, represented as � or	� 
� Set of available VOPs at the airport, represented as	� 
� Set of locations, baggage claim �, dispatch door 	, central location equipment 
 
 

Parameters: 
�� Weight where  is � for passengers, � for CSGSE, � for baggage and 	 for 

dispatchers  

��� Number of times to transport baggage from VOP to baggage claim for flight � 

��� Total number of centrally stationed equipment needed for flight � 

�� Scheduled arrival time of flight � 

	� Scheduled departure time of flight �	��� < 	�� 

� Buffer time 

��� Passenger travel time from gate to VOP	� 
��� CSGSE travel time from central location to VOP �  
��� Baggage travel time from VOP � to baggage claim area 
��� Dispatcher travel time from dispatch location to VOP � 

�� Conflicting flights; 1 if � ≠ � and {[�� ≥ �� and �� ≤ (	� + �)] or [�� ≥ �� and 

�� ≤ (	� + �)] 
 

Variables: 
'�� Binary decision variable equal to 1 if flight � is assigned to VOP	� , � ∈ �, � ∈

�; 0 otherwise 
 

Minimize 

* = ,,��� ∙ ��� + ������ ∙ ���� + ������ ∙ ���� + �� ∙ ���� ∙ '��
��

 (1) 

  
./�0�
�	�1 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The model is an integer program. The unit of the objective functions is measured in weighted 
time as this allows for the mutual comparison between passengers, dispatchers, baggage and 
GSE. Objective (1) denotes the summation of all flights and all VOPs over the weighted times 
of passengers, centrally stationed GSE, baggage and the dispatchers. 
 

, '�� = 1
3

�45
	 ∀� ∈ �, (2) 


�� ∙ '�� + 
�� ∙ '�� ≤ 1 ∀�, � ∈ �, ∀� ∈ �, � ≠ �, (3a) 

'��, 
�� =	 {0,18 ∀�, � ∈ �, ∀� ∈ �, � ≠ �. (4) 
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The first constraint (2) implies that each flight � must be scheduled to exactly one VOP	�. 
Constraint (3a) ensures that at most one aircraft is assigned to every VOP at the same time. 
The last constraint (4) denotes that the decision variable and the parameter for conflicting 
flights are either zero or one. The physical layout consists of 10 VOPs. There are 45 departing 
flights and therefore 45 ∗ 10 = 450 variables. If in the future the number of VOPs is 
increased or the gates or other variables and constraints are included in the modelling, the 
number of variables will also increase.  

4.2. Stochastic model 
All assumptions, sets, parameters, variables and the objective function and constraints are 
equal to the deterministic model in Section 4.1. Only the last assumption about the 
deterministic arrival and departure times and the parameters arrival, departure times and 
conflicting flights differ. 
 
The assumption that all flights arrive and depart on their scheduled time is loosened to model 
closer to reality. The adapted scheduled arrival and departure times are an adaption of the 
scheduled arrival and departure times as these times are corrected based on historical data. 
Using the historical data the average deviation from the scheduled time is obtained. The 
historical data of the deviations from the scheduled arrival times per origin were used to 
calculate the distribution per origin. These are the differences between the scheduled and 
actual arrival times. The averages and standard deviations were derived from all flight data of 
2013. Per origin the deviations follow a normal distribution. As an example, Figure 9 in 
Appendix J shows a positively skewed graph for the distribution of the flights from Stansted 
Airport. This is logical as flights rather tend to arrive later than earlier because they do not 
depart early from the originating airport. A small number of late arrivals strongly influence 
the average and standard deviation. The flights out of the range of the average plus more than 
4 times the standard deviation were considered outliers and were taken out of the calculation. 
Table 25 in Appendix J shows the average time and standard deviation for all the origins. The 
averages are used in this stochastic model to adapt the scheduled arrival and departure times. 
 
Assumption: 
The VOP assignment is based on the adapted scheduled departure time. The adapted 
departure time is the scheduled departure time, adapted for historical data for the specific 
flight. These adaptions vary per origin. Flights have different dispersions in the scheduled 
arrival and departure times depending on the origin of the flight. 
 
Parameters: 

��<  Adapted scheduled arrival time of flight � ���< = �� + =�� 

	�<  Adapted scheduled departure time of flight �	���< < 	�< 	�>			�< = max	(	� , 	� + =�� 


��<  Adapted conflicting flights; 1 if � ≠ � and {��< ≥ ��< and ��< ≤ (	�< + �)] or ��< ≥ ��<  
and ��< ≤ (	�< + �)] 

=� Random number for flight �	out of the normal distribution per origin with 

=�~C(DE , FEG) 
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Variables: 
'�� Binary decision variable equal to 1 if flight � is assigned to VOP	�, � ∈ �, � ∈ �; 0 

otherwise 
 

Minimize 

* = ,,��� ∙ ��� + ������ ∙ ���� + ������ ∙ ���� + �� ∙ ���� ∙ '��
��

 (1) 

  
./�0�
�	�1 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Objective (1) and the first constraint (2) are the same as in the deterministic model. Constraint 
(3b) ensures that at most one aircraft is assigned to every VOP at the same time, taking the 
adapted conflicting flights in consideration. The last constraint (4) denotes that the decision 
variable and the parameter for adapted conflicting flights are either zero or one. 
 
The real change from the deterministic to the stochastic model is the adaption of the arrival 
and departure times. These influence the conflicting flights and therefore the possible 
consecutive flights at each VOP. This might lead to a different, possibly a more robust, 
assignment. 
 

4.3. Model inputs and outputs 
In the previous section the mathematical model is described. Certain input is needed for both 
the model itself and to compare this with the existing method. Furthermore, certain output is 
desired for the use in practice. Both the input and output factors are shown in Figure 4.  
 
The input is compiled from information within Viggo and from the flight database of 
Eindhoven Airport. It consists of information per flight and the airport lay-out. The scheduled 
flights, arrival times, departure times and GSE and services needed per flight are subtracted 
from the database of Eindhoven Airport. The number of VOPs, speed per actor and distances 
are obtained in Chapter 3.  The expected arrival times used as direct input in the model are 
calculated using the scheduled arrival/departure times adapted with the average deviation per 
origin. This deviation is calculated using a normal distribution with DE the average over 2013 
for that specific origin and FE the standard deviation over 2013 (see Appendix J for an 
overview). Moreover, the weighting factors can be adapted at the wish of the user. The output 
consists of the walking and travelling times with the final important output the flight to VOP 
assignment.  

, '�� = 1
3

�45
	 ∀� ∈ �, (2) 


��< ∙ '�� + 
��< ∙ '�� ≤ 1 ∀�, � ∈ �, ∀� ∈ �, � ≠ �, (3b) 

'��, 
��< =	 {0,18 ∀�, � ∈ �, ∀� ∈ �, � ≠ �. (4) 
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Figure 4. Model input and output 

 

4.4. Solution algorithm 
In terms of optimization, the multiple objectives zero-one integer program is characterized as 
NP-hard (Yan and Huo, 2001). The optimization software AIMMS  is used. The program has 
an integrated CPLEX module, which is by default used by for integer programs. CPLEX is 
optimization software, which uses the simplex method for solving large problems. To get a 
single objective solvable problem, weighting factors were added to the multiple objectives 
problem. In this way the user can specify their preferences and adapt these to circumstances.  
 
A situation can occur in which the model does not return a feasible solution, if more flights 
are concurrently present than VOPs available. This can happen in the pre-made assignment or 
during real-time operations. Currently this cannot be solved by the solution algorithm. In case 
this problem occurs, the user or authority should take action in either reallocating airport time 
slots or introducing waiting times for flights at the apron. The flights are handled first come 
first served. 
 

4.5. Summary of mathematical model 
In this chapter the deterministic and stochastic mathematical models are derived. The first 
model is derived for the static VOP assignment. The second model, more precise and in 
potential used for the pre-made and real-time VOP assignments, takes the expected flight 
deviations into account. Moreover, the model input and output factors are obtained and the 
solution algorithm CPLEX is described.  
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5. Case Study 
This chapter describes a case study that was performed at Eindhoven Airport, to test how well 
the model performs and if it is applicable in the real world. The program used to build and 
solve the models was AIMMS. The data of July 26th, 2013 of Viggo and Eindhoven Airport 
were used in AIMMS to evaluate and test the proposed new model. Next, the new efficient 
model is compared to the performance of the current and robust situations and performances. 
The tests were performed on an Intel Core i3 in the environment of Windows 7.  
 

5.1. Models 
In order to be able to measure the performance of the new proposed efficient model, four 
different situations were compared: scheduled, actual, optimal and robust. For comparison 
reasons, the scheduled, optimal and robust situations all use the scheduled times of arrival and 
departure. The adapted scheduled arrival and departure times are used later. The actual 
situation uses the actual arrival times because it is updated during real-time operations. The 
passenger walking distances, baggage travel times, CSGSE traveling times and dispatcher 
walking times were calculated as described in Section 3.4. 
 
Scheduled situation 
The scheduled situation is the situation the planner creates by making the VOP the day or 
week before. This situation functions as the reference for the other models. In Chapter 3.1, the 
decision making process of the planner for the flights to parking positions is described. The 
current VOP-planning tool of Viggo was looked at to see the scheduled assignment. After 
calculating all distances for to the assignment, the travelled times for each actor were 
calculated according to the distances and speeds in Section 3.2. 
 
Actual situation 
The actual situation is the real assignment of flights to VOPs on the actual day. This 
assignment is done by the operations coordinator using real-time information such as short 
term expected arrival or departure delays. The coordinator uses the same decision making 
process as the planner in the scheduled situation, however he or she has more up-to-date 
information such as weather forecast or actual flight information. The extended description is 
given in Section 3.1. Via the ‘Dashboard’ of Viggo the database of Eindhoven Airport was 
consulted to gather the information on the actual assignment. This schedule was used to 
calculate the travel times. 
 
Optimal situation 
The third model is the optimal model, for which the mathematical derivation is done in 
Section 4.1. Here, the total weighted travelled time for passengers, baggage, CSGSE and 
dispatchers is minimized. Different weights are given for the different actors. The initial 
numbers are obtained from the management of Viggo (see Table 2 in Section 3.3). The layout 
of the airport results in a preference for each actor for a certain VOP. For GSE and passengers 
VOP 1 is the most efficient one, for the dispatcher VOP 3 and for the baggage VOP 10. The 
overall preference depends on a trade-off.  
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The given weights per actor all influence the total weighted travel times and together with the 
difference between airlines make the overall VOP preference. These differences between 
airlines are in number of GSE needed and the number of trips for baggage unloading. See 
Table 6 for an overview of the parking position preferences per airline for the earlier given 
weights for the largest carriers at Eindhoven Airport. 
 
It can be seen in Table 6 that in this situation all airlines prefer the lowest VOP number 
possible. The big difference between Transavia and the other airlines is due to the split 
unloading. The platform employee unloads the first half of the baggage, where after the 
employee returns to the aircraft to get the second part of the baggage. This results in more 
travel time for the baggage, but is done for Transavia because on average these flights carry a 
lot more baggage which is an attempt to reach the targets in the SLA.  
 
Table 6 

Total Weighted Travel Times of all Airlines per VOP (in seconds) 

VOP 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Ryanair 98,43 104,74 128,06 152,32 172,32 196,59 225,12 253,66 282,19 317,08 

Tranavia 211,37 212,70 231,03 250,41 265,52 284,90 308,54 332,19 355,83 390,77 

WizzAir 99,55 107,17 131,78 157,25 178,46 203,93 233,66 263,40 293,14 329,22 

Corendon 99,70 107,49 132,29 157,92 179,29 204,92 234,82 264,72 294,62 330,86 

Other 99,65 107,39 132,13 157,72 179,03 204,61 234,46 264,31 294,16 330,35 

 
AIMMS was programmed to read all input data from Excel. This data consists of flight 
schedules, travelled times, VOPs, gates, weights, buffer times and airline specific parameters 
such as airline differentiated service requirements. Conflicting flights in ground time are 
determined and excluded from the possibility to be assigned to the same VOP. Next, AIMMS 
performs an optimization according to the model of Section 4.1 and the outcome is written to 
the Excel-file to calculate all travel times. 
 
Robust situation 
The robust model is calculated for comparison purposes. The model of Diepen (2008) is used 
in which the objective is to maximize the minimum variance of the idle times. The idle times 
are the times between two consecutive flights at the same VOP. The result of this objective is 
that the model is as robust as possible as the flights are distributed over the VOPs, that are 
therefore equally used (see the article of Diepen (2008) and Appendix K for the model 
details). In the model the flights are imported into the AIMMS model and after a column 
generation approach the robust model is derived. This schedule is copied into the Excel-file 
whereupon the travelled distances and times for each actor are calculated. 
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5.2. Performance 
To measure the performances of the new models, the optimal and robust models are compared 
to the scheduled and actual situations for three different days. Each day has a different traffic 
intensity. 
 
5.2.1. July 26th, 2013 
The weighting factors and the calculated times for all situations and the actors are displayed in 
Table 7. The scheduled situation functions as the reference model and is set to 100%. The 
actual situation is slightly worse than the scheduled, 1.2% more travelled time. This 
phenomenon is logical and is explained by the fact that aircrafts do not arrive and/or depart 
exactly on the scheduled time. Therefore, the assignment has to be adapted during the day. 
However, this varies between days. The OpsCo uses the same rules as the planner, but the 
difference is that the planner uses the scheduled arrival and departure times whereas the 
OpsCo uses the actual arrival and departure times. So depending on the day this might result 
in little positive or negative differences.  
 
The optimal model provides output that is 11.2% better than the scheduled situation with the 
given weighting factors. The robust model performs 7.7% less. The reason is that the optimal 
model uses mainly the lower numbered VOPs, whereas the robust model uses all VOPs more 
or less equally. As the passengers, GSE and the dispatchers have to travel less for lower 
numbered parking positions, the total travel times of these actors decrease sharply. Only the 
baggage travelling time is increased, due to the fact that the baggage claim area is closer to 
higher numbered VOPs. See Table 7 for an overview. The calculation time in AIMMS was on 
average about 4 seconds for the optimal model and 120 seconds for the robust model.  
 
Table 7 

Weighted Time in Seconds for the Four Different Situations on July 26th, 2013 

Weight factor Scheduled Actual Optimal Robust 

Total passenger walking time 4 3,787 3,850 3,101 4,077 

Total baggage travelling time 2 3,385 3,404 3,664 3,372 

Total GSE travelling time 1 1,899 1,897 1,513 1,979 

Total dispatcher walking time 2 4,503 4,587 3,778 5,197 

Total weighted time (in sec) 13,575 13,738 12,056 14,625 

Weighted time compared to 

scheduled situation 
 100% 101.2% 88.8% 107.7% 

 
5.2.2. July 27th, 2013 
For a complete overview and comparison of the models, multiple days were analysed. On July 
27th, 2013 there were 70 flights. The actual situation is slightly better than the scheduled 
situation, see Table 8. The optimal model performs 7.8% better than the scheduled situation, 
which is less than on the busier day. That makes sense as fewer VOP assignments are present 
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to be optimized. On the other hand, the robust model performs far worse on the less busy day. 
This can be explained as the higher numbered VOPs are used relatively more, whereas the 
lower numbered VOPs are used way less than in the scheduled situation or the most busy day.  
 
Table 8 

Weighted Time in Seconds for the Four Different Situations on July 27th, 2013 

Weight factor Scheduled Actual Optimal Robust 

Total passenger walking time 4 3,204 2,944 2,594 3,610 

Total baggage travelling time 2 2,785 2,785 2,967 2,559 

Total GSE travelling time 1 1,555 1,539 1,299 1,882 

Total dispatcher walking time 2 3,580 3,519 3,228 4,637 

Total weighted time (in sec) 10,943 10,787 10,088 12,688 

Weighted time compared to 

scheduled situation 
 100% 98.6% 92.2% 115.9% 

 
5.2.3. January 27th, 2014 
The results of January 27th are displayed in Table 9. Because of constructions, VOP 1 was out 
of service. This was taken into account in the scheduled and actual situations. Therefore, VOP 
1 was also not used in the optimal and robust situations. The actual situation is 4.4% better 
than the scheduled situation, mainly because of shorter dispatcher walking times. The optimal 
model performs 13.4% better than the scheduled situation, which is even more than on the 
busier day.  
 
This is contradictory to what was expected from the results of July 26th and July 27th. A closer 
look at the data revealed that this is due to a couple of facts. There were three home-base 
aircrafts assigned to lower VOP numbers that were parked a long time at that specific VOP. 
Furthermore, there were three peak moments during the day, see Figure 11 and Figure 12 in 
Appendix L. 
 
Table 9 

Weighted Time in Seconds for the Four Different Situations on January 27th, 2014 

Weight factor Scheduled Actual Optimal Robust 

Total passenger walking time 4 2,890 2,744 2,442 3,681 

Total baggage travelling time 2 1,976 2,025 1,999 1,738 

Total GSE travelling time 1 1,236 1,169 1,144 1,588 

Total dispatcher walking time 2 3,555 3,297 2,778 4,740 

Total weighted time (in sec) 9,657 9,235 8,363 11,747 

Weighted time compared to 

scheduled situation  
100%  95.6% 86.6% 121.6% 
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5.2.4. All days 
A rule of thumb is that the bigger the number of flights, the more there is to optimize. On the 
other hand the robust model performs even worse on the least busy day than the busy day or 
the less busy day. The same explanation applies here. The higher numbered VOPs are used 
relatively more, where the lower numbered VOPs are used way less than in the scheduled 
situation or the busy or less busy day. The bigger the number of flights, the closer the robust 
situation is to the optimal one. 
 
The trend in the three different days is that the optimal situation is a lot more efficient than the 
scheduled and actual situations. This is because the more often use of lower numbered VOPs, 
which can for instance be seen in the difference in assignments in Figures 6 and 7 in 
Appendix D. In Figure 6 VOP 1 is only used once in the scheduled assignment, but ten times 
in the optimal situation (Figure 7). For the robust situation the opposite counts. It is a lot less 
efficient in travel times compared to the scheduled situation due to the more often use of 
higher numbered VOPs. The gain is that the schedule presumably does not need to be 
changed as much as in the optimal situation. This is an aspect to look into in the design 
section.  
 

5.3. Baggage time objective 
As described in Section 3.3, the baggage times are of concern to Viggo. These are included in 
the objective function, but as other factors are also important, the baggage times do not 
dominate the objective function. However, to get insight in the possible decrease in baggage 
times a new objective function is introduced in the optimal model in which the objective is to 
minimize the baggage waiting times for passengers. In the scope of this research this means 
the minimization of the baggage travel times. The new objective function is investigated for 
the busiest day, July 26th, 2013. Overall this could lead to a decrease in baggage travel times 
of 25.5% ((12,291 – 16,487) / 16,487). The efficiency of total travelled time for all actors in 
increased with 52% ((83,839 – 55,413) / 55,413), see Table 10.  
 
Table 10 

Travel Distances and Times in the Optimal and Baggage Oriented Situation 

 Distance 
optimal situation 
(in meter) 

Travel time 
optimal situation 
(in sec) 

Distance  
baggage  situation 
(in meter) 

Travel time 
baggage situation 
(in sec) 

Passengers 5,815 6,978 10,342 12,410 

Baggage 45,798 16,487 34,142 12,291 

Equipment 78,866 18,928 146,106 35,065 

Dispatcher 17,708 12,750 33,434 24,073 

Total  55,413  83,839 

 
After rerunning the optimal assignment with a higher weight for baggage, the assignment tilts 
the other way. In this case VOP 10 is the optimal position and VOP 1 is not even used. For 
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each flight on July 26th, the savings in distances were calculated. These distances were 
transformed to baggage travel times. The average FIBA time for the actual situation was 
1,406 seconds. The reduction in baggage travel times is assumed to directly influence the total 
baggage time as they are part of it. The other parts, service time and waiting time, are not 
considered. For the optimal situation with respect to all factors, as described in Chapter 4, the 
extra baggage travel time on July 26th would have been on average 15 seconds per flight. This 
was calculated by dividing the extra travelled distance by the speed the employee travels with 
the baggage. For the situation in which the assignment is optimized to baggage travelling 
times, the reduction is on average 24 seconds per flight. The total improvement potential is 
therefore 39 seconds with respect to the optimal situation. That is without waiting times for 
crossing of the passenger streams. These are not possible to calculate as they depend on too 
many factors, but the actual time reduction therefore could be higher.  
 
The exact new percentages within the SLA targets cannot be calculated because the sample is 
too small. The note is that in the future the question is how the assignment would influence 
the baggage times, these calculated deviations could lead as indication. 
 

5.4. Summary case study 
To test the mathematical model determined in Chapter 4, this chapter uses a case study. This 
consists of using the data of the busiest day so far at Eindhoven Airport to compare the results 
of the newly introduced model with three established situations: scheduled, actual and robust. 
The proposed optimal model performs, on the busiest day, 11.2% better than the scheduled 
situation. Next, a less busy day was investigated to check the performance of the model in 
different situations. The increase in efficiency is less than on the busier day, but is still 7.8%. 
Another day the optimal model performed even 13.4% better than the scheduled situation. On 
the other hand the baggage travel times increase with 15 seconds per flight, where the 
potential in decrease is over 39 seconds if the objective is to minimize baggage travel times. 
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6. Design 
The design chapter includes the development and design of a tool on the basis of the 
mathematical models. To test the performance of the models in more detail, simulations were 
carried out, which are described in Section 6.1. The developed optimal model is tested and 
validated in AIMMS. In Section 6.2 a sensitivity analysis is performed to investigate the 
volatility of the model to the input variables to see how the model performs in different 
situations. Next, in Section 6.3 the developed tool for the planner is shown and to conclude 
the chapter the business implications of the tool are described. 
 

6.1. Simulations 
On July 27th the total number of flights was 46 departing and 45 arriving flights. All ten VOPs 
were available. Hundred repetitions were carried out for the same day. The scheduled arrival 
and departure times were obtained from the database of Eindhoven Airport. However, 
aircrafts do not always arrive and/or depart exactly on time. All flight data over the year 2013 
was analyzed and used to derive the average deviation from the flight schedule. This is a 
normal distribution with an average and standard deviation per origin (see Appendix J). For 
each repetition the arrival and departure times were calculated by adding a random number to 
the scheduled times. These numbers were randomly generated out of the distribution using the 
average and standard deviation of the specific origin of the corresponding flight.  
 
The parameters of the normal distribution differ between origins. Some are on average a 
couple of minutes later than scheduled, others are on average a couple of minutes earlier than 
scheduled. See Appendix J for the average and standard schedule deviation per origin. The 
scheduled arrival times were adapted with either delayed or early arrival times, called adapted 
arrival times. The scheduled departures were only adapted with delays, called the adapted 
departure times, as the aircraft does not depart earlier than its scheduled time even though it 
has arrived earlier than expected. 
 
The result of the simulations (with 91 flights and 10 available VOPs) after 100 iterations was 
that the average travel time is 12,253 seconds, which is 1.6% worse than the original optimal 
situation. This is logical as the adaptions to the departure times were only negatively 
influenced by the delays and the adaptions for the arrival and departure times were equal for a 
specific flight. The model still performs well. Compared to the scheduled model of Chapter 5, 
the model performs 9.7% better. 
 
To determine how robust the optimal model is compared to the old scheduled situation, both 
situations were simulated. The scheduled and optimal VOP assignments determined in 
Chapter 5 were used. For both situations the three days were simulated using the adapted 
arrival and departure times. Each day is repeated a hundred times and for each instance the 
number of conflicting flights is notated. Conflicting flights means that both flights are 
assigned to the same parking position at a same moment in time, which is physically 
impossible. The results are shown in Table 11. The numbers represent the number of 
occurrences of the number of conflicting flights on a specific day for both situations. 
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Table 11 

Conflicting Flights in the Scheduled and Optimal Situation 

 

 
The main striking difference in conflicting flights between the situations is on January 27th. 
Where the average in the optimal situation is the lowest overall, the scheduled situation even 
denotes a case wherein eight flights were conflicting. This results in an average of 1.04 
conflicting flights per day. A look at the schedule revealed that this is due to three flight 
assignments which did not include the required 30 minutes buffer time. The planner was not 
able to do so, because the flights earlier on the day were not assigned in the most efficient 
way.  
 
The optimal model performs a lot better as the more efficient assignment gave more capacity 
for flights and therefore equal or more buffer times between all consecutive flights. This 
resulted in a more robust schedule. For the other days the data showed that the optimal 
situation performs slightly better than the scheduled situation. Although it was expected that 
the efficient model would decline in robustness with respect to the scheduled situation, there 
is no reason to believe this presumption holds. The optimal situation performs at least as good 
as the currently scheduled model and a lot better in the situation in which all VOPs are 
occupied, which happens regularly. The reason is that the optimal model generates more room 
for flights, increases the capacity and improves the efficiency without shortening the buffer 
times. 
 

6.2. Sensitivity analysis 
To test the sensitivity of the model, the variability of the adaptable user input factors is 
examined. In the optimal model the input variables are the flights with corresponding arrival 
and departure times, the weighting factors and the buffer time. The sensitivity to the arrival 
and departure times is shown in Section 6.1. The volatility of the weighting factors and buffer 
time is shown next.  
 
6.2.1. Weighting factors 
The weighting factors for all categories were determined in consultation with the management 
of Viggo. To test the sensitivity of the model with respect to these parameters, new situations 

# of conflicting flights     Scheduled situation      Optimal situation 

 26-7 27-7 27-1 26-7 27-7 27-1 

0 81 79 58 85 84 95 

2 16 17 34 15 16 5 

3 0 0 0 0 0 0 

4 3 3 7 0 0 0 

6 0 1 0 0 0 0 

8 0 0 1 0 0 0 

Average .44 .52 1.04 .30 .32 .10 
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are compared to the initial optimal situation. Each situation changes one factor with one step 
at a time. For each situation the model is optimized in AIMMS and the travelled distances of 
this optimal assignment are compared to the initial optimal model. The reason the distance is 
compared and not the time is because the distance is multiplied by the weights to calculate the 
weighted time. However, to compare the models while changing the weights, this would mean 
the weights double and directly influence the total times. Table 12 provides insight in all new 
situations. None of the situations deviate strongly from the initial situation. Only the fifth 
situation deviates more. The lower weight for baggage results in a different assignment, where 
the total CSGSE travelled distance decreases 7.0%. CSGSE and baggage are opposites with 
respect to VOP preference, because the equipment prefers VOP 1 and baggage prefers VOP 
10. Therefore, the total decrease in distance is 2.0%. Still, the total deviation from the initial 
optimal model is not significant. 
 
Table 12 

Sensitivity Analysis on Weights per Category 

Situation Passengers Baggage GSE Dispatcher 
Optimal model 

(in meters) 

Distance 

compared to 

initial model 

1 4 2 1 2 131,954  

2 4 2 1 1 131,493 99.65% 

3 4 2 1 3 132,151 100.15% 

4 4 2 2 2 131,954 100.00% 

5 4 1 1 2 129,353 98.03% 

6 4 3 1 2 132,151 100.15% 

7 3 2 1 2 132,151 100.15% 

8 5 2 1 2 131,493 99.65% 

 
6.2.2. Buffer time 
Another aspect to look at is the buffer time. In consultation with the management of Viggo, 
the idle time of a VOP between two flights was set to the already used rule of 30 minutes. 
Besides, in literature this buffer time is widely accepted and appointed as a good amount (Yan 
et al., 2002; Yan and Tang, 2007). To calculate the volatility of the buffer time, it was varied 
between 0 and 60 minutes with granularity of 10 minutes, see Table 13. Situation 4 is the 
reference situation. The total travel time is as calculated in Section 5.2. In all other situations 
the buffer time was changed, where after the flight to VOP assignment was run again. For this 
new optimal assignment all travel times for the passengers, baggage, equipment and 
dispatchers were calculated and summed. Table 13 provides the following insight: the lower 
the buffer times, the lower the total travel time. This is logical as a lower buffer time allows 
more flights to be assigned to the more efficient lower numbered VOPs.  
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On the contrary, the lower the buffer time the higher the number of conflicting flights. These 
conflicting flights require the attention of the OpsCo to make adaptions to the original VOP 
assignment. Only situations without conflicting flights are feasible, therefore the conflicting 
flights were manually rescheduled in order to be able to calculate the total travel time. As 
shown in Table 13, the number of conflicting flights decreases as the buffer time increases. 
This is expected as the idle time between two consecutive flights at the same position captures 
the delays. The bigger the buffer, the more and bigger delays are accounted for. The 
percentages with respect to the scheduled situation display the even bigger potential increase 
in efficiency if next to an optimal assignment also the buffer time is lowered. The downside is 
the often need for adaptions. The buffer time of 30 minutes is a good idle time to engage in 
the allocation.  

Table 13 

Sensitivity Analysis on Buffer Time 

Situation 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Buffer time (in min) 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 

Total travel time (in sec) 11,363 11,618 11,892 12,056 12,270 12,499 13,062 

% compared to 30 min 94.2% 96.4% 98.6% 100% 101.8% 103.7% 108.3% 

% of the scheduled situation 83.7% 85.6% 87.6% 88.8% 90.4% 92.1% 96.2% 

# conflicting flights 18 13 11 6 4 4 4 

 
Other input parameters such as the number of times baggage is collected per airline or the 
used GSE per airline are not considered as these are not changeable input parameters, but are 
given input. 

 

6.3. Aircraft Positioning Tool 
The expert system, called the Aircraft Positioning Tool, is of assistance to the planner and it 
can operate independently with the supervision of the operator. It is developed for the 
stochastic optimal situation. In the situation the planner or operator makes the assignment for 
the next day at a certain chosen time the preceding evening. The program with which the tool 
is developed is Excel, with a built-in optimization and solver package of AIMMS. In this way 
the tool is easy to operate and generates the best possible solution. Next, the structure of the 
tool is described, together with the instructions of how to work with it.  
 
6.3.1. Structure of the tool 
The tool is structured with the interface and calculation power in Excel and the optimization 
power in AIMMS. From the software used by Eindhoven Airport, Skyguide, the flight 
schedule is exported and imported to the server of Viggo where the arrivals and departures are 
linked to the flights. In addition the origin and destination are added, whereupon the total 
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schedule is manually checked. In the Excel tool this checked flight schedule for the whole 
current week is imported from the server of Viggo. This is done because to optimize the 
schedule, the flight information for the upcoming two days is needed. In this way the base 
aircrafts that stay overnight are parked at the same position during the evening and the next 
morning and can therefore be planned to their respective most optimal position.  
 
After the flights are imported in Excel, they are separated into different worksheets for each 
day of the week. On each sheet the flight information of the corresponding day and the next 
day is printed for aforementioned reasons. For ease of calculation purposes all arrival and 
departure times are counted in minutes starting from midnight. This is equal to the export of 
the flight schedule which is used as input and is easier to handle in Excel. Next, depending on 
the day the planner can execute the optimization assignment with the press of one button in 
the corresponding sheet. Excel empties all already assigned information and opens AIMMS. 
Hereafter, the optimization is performed in AIMMS as described in Chapter 5 and 
subsequently the optimal VOP assignment is written back to Excel. Here the planner sees the 
assignment of the VOPs as well as the gate assignment and a graphical user interface. The 
gates are automatically linked to the VOPs, taking the non-Schengen flights where a boarder 
control has to take place into account. For instance, Gate 1 is assigned to VOP 1. VOP 6 is 
used for both Schengen and non-Schengen flights, so is sometimes linked to Gate 6 and in 
other situations to Gate 7. Only in the situation of more than three concurrent non-Schengen 
flights, the assignment cannot be done by the tool. The planner has to check this manually, 
because the tool in this case will suggest using a gate twice at the same time which is 
physically impossible. 
 
The user interface is a Gantt chart. In this way the planner can directly see if the assignment is 
done correctly and if there are any problems with VOPs or gates. The user interface is equal 
to the old tool for ease of implication (see Figure 7 in Appendix D). If there is a conflict or 
another reason the planner wants to make an adaption in the assignment, this can always be 
done manually by changing the VOP or gate per flight.  
 
The optimal assignment is performed according to various input parameters, such as the 
buffer time, weight for each actor, distances and airline use of GSE and baggage. Some of 
these parameters are fixed where others can be changed due to the situation or user 
preferences. The lay-out of the airport does not change overnight and therefore the distances 
are kept fixed. Furthermore, the equipment used per airline is fixed as this only might change 
occasionally and should be done during a check-up of the tool.  
 
The user can change the weights. As said, during the summer the baggage might be of more 
importance where during the winter the passenger walking time has priority. By changing 
these factors on the input sheet in Excel, the tool will take the new ratio into account for the 
optimization. Also the availability of the VOPs can be changed. Because of e.g. maintenance, 
construction, a defect aircraft or other reasons a parking position might be unusable. In this 
case the VOP can be set to unavailable on the input sheet and will not be taken into 
consideration in the assignment. Last the buffer time can be updated. Increasing this buffer 
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time results in a more robust schedule, however less efficient. Decreasing the buffer time the 
reciprocal output applies.  
 
Some features are not included in the tool. For instance, the so-called ‘dirty flights’, which are 
non-EU and non-Schengen flights are left out. These flights are called ‘dirty’ because the 
European legislation obligates that flights from these countries have to be checked more 
intensively. Therefore, the paths of incoming passengers of these flights have to be separated 
from all other incoming or outgoing passengers. For the operation this means that a non-EU, 
non-Schengen flight preferably is parked at the highest numbered VOP used at that moment. 
This means that at Eindhoven Airport the flights originating from Turkey, Morocco, Serbia, 
Egypt and Macedonia preferably are placed at higher VOP numbers than flights from Ireland, 
United Kingdom, Romania and Bulgaria. The planner has to account for this fact.  
 
Another factor left out is the possible crossing of passenger streams on the platform. Some 
situations can occur where boarding passenger streams cross disembarking passengers. For 
instance, if a flight is disembarking on VOP 1 and passengers are boarding a flight on one of 
the VOPs 2 to 5. This can be almost completely prevented by parking the aircrafts in order of 
arrival time from both ends of the tarmac towards the bridge. Nevertheless, this would mean a 
decrease in efficiency particularly for the non-Schengen flights and would restrict results in 
the current assignment by the planner. Last, these situations cannot always be prevented as 
small delays or particular situations can occur where this doesn’t add up. Therefore, the profit 
in efficiency is chosen over the potential crossing streams. When a planner foresees a possible 
bothersome situation he or she can still intervene by changing the assignment in the tool. 
 
The last left out feature is the Sunday evening schedule. The schedule is imported per week, 
from Monday to Sunday. A problem arises on Sunday, where the flight schedule of Monday 
of the next week is needed to optimize the last flights of the day. On Sunday evening only a 
couple of flights are present and the aircrafts that stay overnight are positioned according to 
the schedule of Monday. Therefore, for these few flights only the outgoing parameters are 
accounted for in the optimization, not the incoming factors. If the deviation of the flight 
assignment on Sunday compared to the upcoming Monday is small, this is probably the same 
as if the parameters would be included. The potential decrease in efficiency is so small with 
respect to the whole week that the lack of the optimization of the last few incoming flights of 
the week is justifiable.  
 
6.3.2. Aircraft Positioning Tool instructions 
The tool works the same as the old VOP-gate planning tool, but now automatically generates 
a solution that is better than the assignment in the old situation. The planner has to import the 
flight schedule for the upcoming week on Sunday. The operator responsible for the 
assignment has to execute the tool around 7 pm, before the aircrafts that stay overnight arrive. 
The tool optimizes the assignment for the next two days. Through this the flights that arrive in 
the evening are positioned in the most optimal way for arriving processes and also for the next 
day for departing processes. By executing the tool around 7 pm, the base aircrafts are parked 
in the evening on the same position as they have to depart from the next morning while 
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simultaneously taking the evening schedule into account. After running the optimization, the 
OpsCo has to check the assignment by examining the feasibility. The check is to ensure that 
the flight data and VOP and gate assignments are correct. 
 
The Airport Operations Manager (AOM) also wants to know the assignment for the next day 
around 7 pm. The AOM uses the assignment to determine the number of empty parking 
positions the next day to issue extra slots to General Aviation (GA) and to determine the 
possible number of swerving flights they will be able to handle the next day. The AOM enters 
the aircraft assignment into Skyguide, which they use during the day to see all flight 
information including the VOP and gate numbers. During the day the OpsCo is responsible 
for the actual assignment and reads the predetermined assignment from Skyguide. When the 
assignment is still possible the coordinator assigns the aircraft to that position, but if not he 
determines an alternative by his own set of rules. In the future the target is to extend the 
functionality of the static tool into a real-time tool. The OpsCo than no longer has to use this 
set of rules, but can use the real-time tool to determine the updated optimal assignment. 
 
6.3.3. Future possibilities 
A future possibility is the assignment in real-time. At this moment the tool assigns aircrafts 
before the actual day. The tool can be developed to be of assistance to the OpsCo during 
operations. The OpsCo’s have indicated that they expect to have too high of a workload in 
busy periods, e.g. peak or summer periods. The real-time part of the tool is under 
construction. The main difference is that in real-time a lot of data are already fixed, such as 
flights that have already arrived or departed. Also more up-to-date information is available. 
Earlier assignments influence the future assignments. When no delays arise, the future 
assignment is equal to the predetermined schedule. However, the real-time tool takes actual 
times into consideration. In this way the deviations in arrivals and delays in departures are 
respected.  
 
The real-time variant updates regularly, either automatically after a certain time interval or by 
a user’s call. When a delay occurs, the assignment for the rest of the day might change and is 
updated without changing the already fixed parameters. These include arrivals earlier on the 
day and within the next 30 minutes. At most forty-five minutes before the arrival of a flight 
the flight is assigned to a gate and at most thirty minutes before arrival to a VOP. Last minute 
changes are undesirable as employees have to restart their preparation activities and 
passengers might get confused.  
 
Another feature in the future is to calculate whether a future flight schedule is possible with 
respect to parking capacity. It is not possible to determine the total capacity of the airport, 
because this depends on a lot more factors such as concurrent flights, arrival, departure and 
ground times, personnel, equipment and more. It only works the other way around. When a 
new flight schedule is composed, the proposed schedule can be checked for feasibility. This 
was done for week 29 in 2014 which will be the busiest week in the summer schedule for 
Eindhoven Airport. Also the possibility of VOP maintenance can be checked for feasibility. 
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The tool allows for a higher capacity in number of flights, because the assignment is more 
efficient. Nonetheless, the growth in passenger numbers and flights is strong, so in a few 
years the number of parking positions will potentially be increased to thirteen. The tool can be 
updated easily to account for the expansion. The same goes for when the number of gates 
would ever be increased. The new distances have to be calculated and be used as input for the 
tool. 
 
Consultation with multiple OpsCo’s provided insight that a clear sheet of gates and VOPs is 
just as a desirable situation as the pre-filled Skyguide overview. In this case the OpsCo (the 
new planner) can run the assignment the evening before, give the results to the AOM that the 
AOM needs such as number of free parking positions and leave Skyguide blank except for the 
aircrafts that stay overnight. The next day during the operation the OpsCo runs the real-time 
tool when needed and looks for the associated VOP and gate. In this way the most optimal 
assignment with respect to known parameters is generated over and over again. Another 
change in the future is the need of the AOM to know how much slots he can assign to GA. 
GA moves to their own platform. The AOM then only has to determine the number of 
swerving flights they will be able to handle the next day. Possibly the manual need for pre-
inputted assignment in Skyguide can be eliminated and only the real-time tool is used during 
the operation.  
 

6.4. Business implications 
To paint a complete picture, both the effects of the tool on the operations of Viggo and the 
costs and profits of the tool have to be examined.  
 
A number of changes have to be made when the tool is introduced to daily operations. Instead 
of making the planning each week, which takes three to four hours, the OpsCo only needs to 
load the flight schedule into the tool and press solve. After the schedule has been 
automatically generated, the employee now has to check it after which he acts the same as the 
planner before, sending the schedule to the AOM. All this work can be executed in the 
downtime of the OpsCo whereupon this does not cost any extra work time. The current 
planner is not necessary anymore. The employee that currently acts as planner can use the 
saved hours to work on something else. Multiple intangible advantages of this working 
method arise. One is the deeper insight in the building of the assignment. Another advantage 
is the more efficient working method. In the new situation the same department executes the 
pre-made and real-time assignments. Their methods were not always exactly in line with the 
planner. Now they are totally responsible for their own work.  
 
Determining the spare VOP is easier with the tool. A more efficient assignment leads to more 
available higher numbered VOPs. In the situation where all parking positions are occupied 
and no spare is available, it is the most likely that the spare VOP is needed. The more aircrafts 
are present the bigger the chance that something goes wrong. In this case it is agreed that 
there is no spare VOP and in case of emergency an appropriate solution is determined. This 
appropriate solution can always be determined and therefore the optimal assignment does not 
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take the rules for a spare VOP into account. VOP 10 is mostly available and can also be used 
in case of a rarely occurring emergency. 
 
Within this research the optimization program AIMMS with CPLEX module is chosen to 
solve the assignment. The development license for AIMMS with CPLEX module costs 
€13,000 euro with an additional 15% (€1,900) annual maintenance fee. An extra AIMMS 
license in order to be able to have multiple concurrent sessions active can be obtained with a 
10% discount. This is not necessary because the tool is only going to be used by a single user 
after the development phase is over. As Excel is available on all computers no extra expenses 
on software have to be made. Next, it costs money to implement the tool. The OpsCo’s have 
to be taught how to work with the tool. This is a short training as they only have to know the 
user part in Excel, not the underlying assumptions, algorithm and optimization process.  
 
The currently used set of rules by the planner and coordinator are not the most optimal ones. 
Some rules are very hard to keep track of. To optimize the parking position assignment while 
considering differences between airlines and the possible consecutive flights consists of many 
constructs to take into account. Possibly now and very possibly in the future with the expected 
growth this is too big a problem to be grasped by the human brain. For instance, the decision 
to park an aircraft of Transavia closer to the baggage claim as baggage is split unloaded but 
blocking the VOP to a non-Schengen flight of Ryanair. This trade-off is too hard to be made 
for humans taking all conditions into account, but the tool can derive the optimal assignment. 
 
Furthermore, the tool also saves time in the operation and therefore money for Viggo. A 
number of reductions can be calculated, others cannot. Less working time for the planner and 
less travelling time for the dispatcher and CSGSE can be expressed in money. Baggage which 
is faster on the baggage belt can both be expressed in money as in qualitative terms. The 
current spend time by the planner is three to four hours. Besides, the planner intends to 
increase the interval to almost daily in order to take last-minute changes into account. 
Therefore, the estimated time spend by the planner is set to four hours. The estimated time 
needed in the new situation, where the tool is used, will be reduced to 30 – 60 minutes per 
week, or 5 – 10 minutes daily. This could be done in downtime by the OpsCo, in which is the 
assignment is more efficient. The cost per hour of the planner is derived from the Viggo 
management and is €21.90/hour. So the reduction in money for Viggo of the planner is about 
4 hours/week x 52 weeks/year x €21.90/hour = €4,555,- per year. The process of baggage is 
critic in terms of travel time, so money is saved with shorter baggage travel times. They result 
in less driving time for platform employees. The employee is earlier back to the aircraft and 
can work on something else. On the other hand the shorter baggage times and shorter 
passenger walking distances are not directly expressible in terms of money, but positively 
influence passenger satisfaction.  
 
The reduction in travel time in the operation for the equipment, the dispatcher and the 
baggage handling for three different days are shown Tables 7, 8 and 9. To calculate a more 
accurate figure and because passengers are not relevant with respect to savings in personnel 
costs, the travel times of each actor for all three sample days are summed, see Table 14. The 
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totals are compared and the result is a total average reduction of 9.7% (= 118,463 / 131,241) 
in travelled meters. Note: the busier the day the more weight it got in the summation because 
total travel times are summed. When the days are given equal weights the number are almost 
equal. To determine the savings in more detail the reductions are calculated in per actor.  
 
Table 14 

Distances per Actor per Day for the Scheduled and Optimal Situation 

 Scheduled situation Optimal situation Savings-

percentage  26-07 27-07 27-01 Total 26-07 27-07 27-01 Total 

Baggage 15,233 12,532 8,892 36,657 16,487 13,350 8,994 38,832 -5.9% 

GSE 17,095 13,992 11,125 42,212 13,615 11,691 10,297 35,603 15.7% 

Dispatcher 20,265 16,108 15,995 52,372 17,000 14,526 12,502 44,028 15.9% 

Total    131,241    118,463 9.7% 

 
The question is if this average reduction is representative for the whole year. Due to 
differences between airlines, it might be the case that the sample is not representative for the 
yearly data. To find out if this is the case, the sample is compared to the total data of 2013. 
Since there currently are no preference differences between airlines, described in Section 
3.1.4, the assumption is that the assignment was made randomly according to the airline. 
When the percentages of the sample of flights per airline are compared to the averages over 
the whole year, no big differences occur; see Table 15. This indicates a representative sample 
with respect to airlines.  
 
Table 15 

Percentages of Airlines in Sample and All Data 

Airline % in sample % in all flights of 2013 

Ryanair 45.8% 45.8% 

Transavia 32.2% 31.2% 

WizzAir 16.9% 18.7% 

Corendon 3.4% 2.6% 

Other 1.7% 1.7% 

 
Also, although three different days with different traffic intensity were picked, the average 
still might not be representative. The three days had 46, 35 and 32 flights. Figure 5 shows the 
number of occurrences of the number of flights per day for 2013. The chosen sample days 
represent a busy, a normal and a less busy day. This indicates a representative sample with 
respect to traffic intensity. Therefore, the calculated average savings in Table 14 are a good 
estimate for the expected possible savings and are used to calculate the total potential savings 
for Viggo.  
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To calculate the reduction in travelled time, first the total travelled distance in a year needs to 
be calculated. To do so, the numbers of flights for each VOP per airline are determined. The 
distances per VOP, as described in Table 20 Appendix F, are used to derive this total distance. 
The total distance was calculated per actor. See Table 16 for an overview. 
 

 
Figure 5. Number of occurrences of the number of flights per day for all days in 2013.  

Table 16 

Number of Flights per Airline per VOP in 2013  

VOP 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Total # of flights 671 2,186 2,479 1,990 1,425 1,509 1,060 619 289 52 

Ryanair flights 172 1043 1266 990 624 819 426 189 65 12 

Transavia flights 415 663 768 704 541 341 217 115 52 17 

WizzAir flights 80 461 436 276 234 270 304 168 63 2 

Corendon 0 0 4 3 5 47 85 95 72 12 

Other flights 4 19 5 17 3 32 28 52 37 9 

 
For the platform personnel, the used equipment for each airline was added with an extra 
employee and summed. This resulted in the total number of used platform personnel which 
was multiplied by the total number of flights per VOP per airline so the total number of times 
each VOP was visited by equipment was calculated. Next, this was multiplied with the GSE 
distance per VOP to get the total travelled distance per VOP. The same calculations were 
carried out for the dispatcher. Difference was that the dispatcher does have differences in 
airlines and the distances are different. Last the baggage distances were calculated in the same 
way as the dispatchers, however here there are differences among airlines. 
 
The total distance outside the terminal over all actors except passengers, was derived by 
summing the totals per VOP. The total distance platform personnel covered in 2013 can be 
seen in Table 17. Each actor travels at a different speed. In order to be able to calculate the 
cost reduction in terms of time, the total travelled distances were converted into total travelled 
times by using the speeds of Section 3.2. This resulted in total travelled times which are 
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shown in Table 17. The savings calculated in Table 14 are used to calculate the saved travel 
time per actor. 
 
The total saved travel time of 208 net hours. The internal Activity Based Costing tariff Viggo 
management uses for a platform employee and a dispatcher is €20.03,-/hour. The cost 
reduction in travel time therefore is 208 hours * €20.03/hour = €4,175,- in gross cost. The net 
cost can be higher or lower. When one whole employee can be eliminated from the 
workforce, the cost reduction is higher. On the other hand if the employee because of the 
reduction in travel time now has more free time, the reduction is lower. It is out of scope of 
this research to determine what the net cost reductions are.  
 
Table 17 

Savings per Year for each Actor 

 Travelled distance 

(in million meters) 

Travelled time 

(in hours) 

Speed  

(in m/s) 

Saving Saved travel 

time (in hours) 

Baggage 

Platform 

10.82 

10.04 

1,081.8 

690.5 

2.78 

4.17 

-5.9% 

15.7% 

-6 

105 

Dispatcher 

Total 

  3.45 669.3 1.39 15.9% 110 

208 

 
The last cost reduction in the optimal assignment with respect to the current situation is the 
reduction in fuel consumption. Some of the used equipment is electric, the rest runs on diesel. 
The reduction in distance for the CSGSE directly reduces the total fuel consumption for the 
equipment that uses diesel. The total numbers of electric and diesel powered equipment are 
notated in Table 22 in Appendix H. For the GSE on diesel the reduction in distance is used to 
calculate the reduction in fuel cost. With a calculated use of 1 litre per 4 kilometres based on 
the consumption of a DAF truck, diesel cost of €1.50 per litre, the savings in distance of Table 
17 and the number of used equipment per airline of Table 22, the total savings on fuel per 
year are €220,-.   
 
The total cost reduction on employees and fuel therefore is: €4,555 + €4,175 + €220 = €8,950. 
The payback time �	can be calculated by equalling the extra spending and saving and is 1.84 
years (13,000 + 1,900�	= 8,950�). Nonetheless, this is without taking the growth of Eindhoven 
Airport into account. The assumption is made that the expected growth in aircraft movements 
leads to an increase of reduction is efficiency, based on the fact that a busier day results in a 
bigger optimality gap. When the expected annual growth of 12% for the upcoming years is 
considered, the payback time is 1.73 years (13,000 + 1,900�	= 8,950 + 8,950� * 1.12(t-1)). 
 
When the tool is developed for real-time operations some extra operations change. Next to the 
role of the planner, also the role of the coordinator changes. At this moment the OpsCo looks 
at the planning and executes the assignment accordingly. Whenever deviations from the 
schedule occur he or she considers the possibilities and if a reschedule is needed does so with 
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their own set of rules. In the new situation, the OpsCo does not need to think about the 
necessary change. Just another click in the tool generates the new most efficient solution, 
taking all current conditions into account. The OpsCo does save time so can focus on other 
important tasks. An OpsCo employee said that the decrease in workload for the OpsCo is, 
especially with the upcoming summer and growth ahead. The downside of the new real-time 
variant is that the OpsCo now does not need to think about the assignment anymore. In a 
situation where it might be needed in the future that the OpsCo does need to intervene, he or 
she might lack the knowledge or practice to do so.  
 
A last remark is that the tool is designed for the lay-out and data of Eindhoven Airport. 
However, the structure of the AIMMS program is partly general and relies on easily adaptable 
input data. Therefore, a possible future profit could be the sale of the tool to other airports.  
 

6.5. Summary design 
To test the performance of the model in more detail, simulations were carried out. For all 
destinations the normal distribution and standard deviation were derived out of the data of all 
flights in 2013. In Excel arrival and departure times were obtained from this distribution using 
the scheduled arrival and departure times and adapting these with random numbers out of the 
distribution per origin. The developed model is tested and validated in AIMMS and sensitivity 
analyses are performed. Weighting factors, buffer times and robustness are subject to analysis. 
The model turned out to be performing well in all proposed situations and not sensitive to 
small deviations in any input parameter. Next, the developed tool for the planner is shown and 
last the business implications of the tool are described. The payback time is about 20 months.  
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7. Conclusions & recommendations  
This chapter concludes the report by giving the main conclusions and some recommendations 
for Viggo Eindhoven Airport. Moreover, suggestions for further research are described.  
 

7.1. Conclusions 
The need for this research arises from multiple points of view: passenger (in)convenience, 
baggage SLA KPI’s, future number of passengers and flight movements and cost reductions. 
The expected growth in flight numbers is 11 % annually with 5 million passengers in 2016. 
The expansion of VOPs is expensive and not easily extended. More efficient use of the 
current capacity is needed without the need to make high investments. Furthermore, at this 
moment some KPI targets for incoming baggage are not always achieved. More effective 
ground handling processes are needed in order to at least get closer to the targets. The LCC’s 
at Eindhoven Airport and constantly require lower fares. A higher scale in passenger numbers 
means a lower rate per passenger for Viggo. Cost reductions or increasing number of 
passengers are necessary to retain profits. Cost reductions require more efficient and effective 
use of the available capacity and GSE and a better planning in order to achieve this. 
 
This has led to the following research question: 

How can the assignment of aircrafts to parking positions be optimized such that both 
ground-handling processes and the ground support equipment are used most efficiently? 

 
Ground handling processes consist of processes for a safe and on time turnaround of an 
aircraft. To provide all services to aircrafts, passengers and baggage, personnel and ground 
support equipment (GSE) are needed. Personnel include platform employees and dispatchers. 
The GSE can be divided into two categories: centrally stationed and locally stationed GSE. 
Only the centrally stationed GSE (CSGSE) is included in this research, which includes: 
tractors, baggage carts, pushback trucks, de-icing trucks, vehicles for water and lavatory 
services, catering and lifts for passengers with reduced mobility.  
 
The ground handling processes can be categorized in four actors: passengers, centrally 
stationed GSE, baggage and dispatchers. For each of the actors the same definition of an 
efficient ground handling process applies. Efficient ground handling processes are ground 
handling processes that require the least amount of time or resources in order to safely and in 
time turnaround an aircraft. The total time is the summation of times of all different people in 
the actor categories. In this research, the GSE is used efficiently if the least amount of time is 
needed for travelling the distances between the central depot and all aircrafts.  
 
An optimal assignment depends on the objective function, parameters, variables and 
constraints of the model. An assignment is optimal if there is no better way to assign aircrafts 
to VOPs taking all the necessary conditions into account. In this research the optimal 
assignment is the assignment in which the sum of the weighted walking and travelling 
distances of all four actors is minimized. Different weights for all actors, different buffer 
times or different VOP availabilities result in a different optimal assignment. 
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By comparing the current scheduling with an optimal model, the improvement potential is 
identified. The analysis revealed that the reduction in travel time for the actors passengers, 
baggage, equipment and personnel can be on average almost 10%. Each actor has its own 
weight. This weight influences the preference VOPs en therefore the assignment. In this 
optimal model the lower numbered VOPs are used as often as possible and by assigning 
aircrafts in such a way that this is the case, the reduction of 10% is achieved. The reduction 
depends on the traffic intensity. The higher the intensity the higher the reduction compared to 
the current situation. To automate the planner and thereby reduce the work time, improve the 
efficiency and reduce the workload of the OpsCo, a tool is developed. 
 
The tool, called the Aircraft Positioning Tool, is an aid for the OpsCo. It can operate 
independently with the supervision of the OpsCo. The tool is developed for the deterministic 
and stochastic situations where the Viggo employee makes the assignment for the next day at 
a certain time the preceding evening. The program in which the tool runs is Excel, with a 
built-in optimization and solver of the optimization software AIMMS. In this case the tool is 
easy to operate and generates the best possible solution. After importing the flight schedule 
for the upcoming week, per day the tool automatically assigns all flights to parking positions. 
 
The tool optimizes the VOP and gate assignment with an execution time of seconds. Even 
with the importation of the flight schedule, solving the schedule for multiple days and writing 
the optimal assignment back to Excel, the total execution time is under a minute. This is way 
less than in the current situation in which the planner needs three to four hours to do the same. 
The needed check of the schedule is done by the OpsCo during down-time, so the shorter 
processing time is a direct gain.  
 
The tool is more efficient than the current planning. The new model performs 8 to 12% better 
with respect to the total travelled times for passengers, baggage, equipment and personnel. 
The performance depends on the objective of the model, the input parameters such as weights, 
VOP availability and on the traffic intensity.  
 
Even though the tool is more efficient than the present situation, the robustness is just as good 
as or better than the current planning. The robustness was not an objective in itself. However, 
it proves that the model improves the current situation without giving in on the robustness of 
the schedule. The need for extra changes in the premade schedule would be an undesirable 
side-effect. But the model accounts for this effect by taking 30 minutes buffer times into 
account. Especially in the regularly occurring situation where all VOPs are occupied, the 
optimal assignment is a lot more robust than the current situation. 
 
Furthermore, the tool is more rigid than the planner is. The tool always makes the same 
decision based on the inputted set of rules. The result is that the assignment is structurally the 
same. The downside is that the tool only takes the set of rules into account that are given. 
Situations for which no exact rules are present, the tool does not consider the extra input.  
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The implementation of the proposed model and developed tool requires a number of steps and 
changes. The role of the planner disappears and the OpsCo gets an extra tool. It requires a 
short training and a different set of rules to be used in the VOP assignment. The real-time tool 
results in a lower work load for the OpsCo which is asked for by the OpsCo’s.  
 
The savings per year are almost €9,000 and increase along with the growth of the airport 
traffic. Due to the high cost of the software license the payback time is 20 months. 
 
The research question can therefore be answered as follows: 
By using the Aircraft Positioning Tool, the assignment of aircrafts to parking positions can be 
optimized in such a way that both ground handling processes and the ground support 
equipment are used most efficiently. 
 

7.2. Recommendations 
The first and most important recommendation is to implement the developed tool in order to 
optimize the VOP assignment. For the tool, next to the already available software Excel the 
optimization software AIMMS is required. The development license should be bought.  
 
The buffer time of 30 minutes which is currently used by Viggo and also widely in literature 
(Yan et al., 2002; Yan and Tang, 2007) is a good idle time between two consecutive flights at 
the same VOP. The recommendation is to keep the buffer times at 30 minutes.  
 
The assignment can best be executed the night before the specific day, before the home based 
aircrafts arrive for their night stop. In this way these aircrafts are assigned in the optimal way 
for the upcoming evening and the next day. To do so, the flight schedule for the whole 
upcoming week should be imported and the tool should run each day for the upcoming two 
days. In this way the assignment is also optimized for situations in which the platform is not 
totally empty at that moment and already present aircrafts have to be taken into account. The 
assignment for the upcoming two days positions the late flights that do not stay overnight in 
the most optimal way with the known parameters of the preceding day. 
 
The aircrafts are assigned to the VOP whereupon the total assignment of all aircrafts is 
optimized with respect to travel time for passengers, equipment, baggage and dispatchers. 
Automatically, the tool accounts for aircrafts which stay longer at the airport because of 
scheduling. Nonetheless, in two cases the tool does not oversee the total picture and is 
therefore not able to optimize the assignment. During the winter schedule it happens that 
aircrafts stay parked longer than a full day. In this case the OpsCo should consider the option 
to move the aircraft to a higher numbered VOP. The more efficient VOP that was earlier 
occupied then becomes available for other aircrafts and can be used more often. The second 
case is when an aircraft unexpectedly breaks down and needs a long repair. Here two options 
are available. Again move the aircraft to a higher numbered VOP. Another, less labour 
intensive but less efficient method in the operation is to temporarily block the VOP for other 
assignments in the tool. 
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A policy should be developed for different situations. The management is recommended to 
have a look at the different weights for the actors. There are differences in weather or traffic 
intensity in winter and summer. In the summer passengers might be less important because of 
better weather conditions, whereas the high amount of baggage is. In the winter this could be 
the other way around, depending on management preferences. Another situation could be to 
optimize the GSE and employee travel times in case of e.g. an unaccounted staff shortage. Or 
when the SLA targets for the arriving baggage are not met, the assignment could focus more 
on these targets. In order to be of influence, the weight of an actor has to be strongly 
increased. This can be done by the OpsCo with the advantage that the OpsCo can directly act 
when it’s necessary. The disadvantage is that the OpsCo could wrongly adapt the parameters 
or forgets to change them back. The Viggo management has to decide who is responsible for 
the weights.  
 
The recommendation is to have at all times at most one VOP unavailable, depending on the 
traffic intensity in a certain period. In the future, when the total number of parking positions is 
increased, this might be increased to two. This maximum is important so all flights can be 
handled without (rarely) having a flight that has to wait for a VOP to become available.  
 
The final recommendation is to change the set of rules and work instructions of the OpsCo. 
The OpsCo should use the Aircraft Positioning Tool to make the static assignment for the 
upcoming day. Next, the OpsCo should use the, to be developed, real-time tool to monitor if 
any changes should be made. In this way the actual and expected arrival and departure times 
are used and the assignment during the day is made as efficient as possible. 
 

7.3. Further research 
A number of options are not covered in this research and are worth investigating in more 
detail. The question whether the stochastic model really performs better than the static model 
is a subject for further research. At this point it is only assumed that the adaption of the 
scheduled arrival and departure times on the basis of historical data leads to a better 
assignment as it uses more and more accurate information.  
 
The optimal situation looks at the most efficient assignment. The analysis led to the 
conclusion that the optimal situation is just as robust as or more robust than the current 
scheduled situation. However, future research should point out if a model where efficiency 
and robustness are combined in the objective function is more preferable for the assignment.  
 
Crossing passenger streams are not included in any of the models, also not in the optimal 
model. A question for further research is if these crossing streams should be included in order 
to not only optimize the total assignment, but also further improve the passenger ground 
operations. This especially applies for the ‘dirty’ flights. 
 
Not completed in this research is the real-time tool for the OpsCo. The potential decrease in 
workload for the OpsCo and the increase in efficiency, in which also the early incoming 
flights and delayed aircrafts are accounted for, is the last suggestion for research. 
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Reading Guides 
Several reading guides are provided in order to assist in the reading of the report.  
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Appendixes 
 

Appendix A: Schengen agreement 
The Schengen agreement is an agreement between a number of European countries about the 
free movement of persons and goods. The territory of these countries is called the Schengen 
Zone and includes: Austria, Belgium, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, 
Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Italy, Latvia, Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Luxembourg, 
Malta, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden and 
Switzerland.   
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Appendix B: Aircraft classification 
 
Table 18 

Aircraft Classification 

Aircraft 
category 

Wingspan 
(in m) 

Example aircraft 

A < 15  All single engine aircraft, some business jets 

B 15 to < 24 
Commuter aircraft, large business jets 

(EMB-120, Saab 2000, Saab 340, etc.) 

C 24 to < 36 Medium range transports (B727, B737, MD-80, A320) 

D 36 to < 52 Heavy transports (B757, B767, A300) 

E 52 to < 65 
Heavy transport aircraft (B747, B777, L-1011, MD-11, 
DC-10) 

F 65 to < 80 A380 
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Appendix C: Airport lay-out 
 

 
Figure 6. Terminal lay-out security and gates 

 
 
Table 19 

Possible Combinations Gate to VOP assignment. 

Gate First VOP Last VOP 

1 1 1 

2 1 5 

3 1 6 

4 3 8 

5 3 9 

6 4 10 

7 4 10 

8 4 10 

9 4 10 
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Appendix D: VOP and gate planning 
 

 

Figure 7. Current VOP and gate planning tool. 

 

 
Figure 8. Optimal assignment of flights on July 26th, 2013.  
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Appendix E: Decision process delayed arrival/departure 
 

 
Figure 9. Decision process after a delayed arriving aircraft. 
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Appendix F: Distances 
 

Table 20 

Distances (in Meters) Between VOPs and Actors 

  VOP 

Location 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Gate 

1 47.6          

2 63.6 71.6 122.6 169.6 216.6      

3 79.6 55.6 106.6 153.6 200.6 247.6     

4   90.6 137.6 184.6 231.6 278.6 325.6   

5   66.6 113.6 160.6 207.6 254.6 301.6 348.6  

6    94.6 144.6 191.6 238.6 285.6 332.6 379.1 

7    89.6 136.6 183.6 230.6 277.6 324.6 371.1 

8    81.6 128.6 175.6 222.6 269.6 316.6 363.1 

9    73.6 120.6 167.6 214.6 261.6 308.6 355.1 

GSE 43.6 94.6 145.6 192.6 239.6 286.6 333.6 380.6 427.6 474.1 

Dispatch 88.2 45.2 71.8 118.8 165.8 212.8 259.8 306.8 353.8 400.3 

Baggage 690.6 641.6 592.6 545.6 498.6 451.6 404.6 357.6 310.6 294.6 
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Appendix G: Baggage times and numbers per VOP 
 

Table 21 

Average Block-FIBA and Block-LABA times in Minutes per VOP for 2013 

VOP 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Average  

Block-FIBA 
15.0 13.8 13.4 13.8 14.0 13.5 14.3 15.7 18.4 20.4 

Average  

Block-LABA 
19.9 18.5 18.0 18.6 19.1 18.3 19.6 21.6 25.8 27.6 

Average baggage 

per flight 
60.3 55.4 55.4 59.3 61.3 57.9 64.3 71.9 88.7 94.8 
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Appendix H: CSGSE per airline 
 
Table 22 

Average Needed Centrally Stationed Ground Support Equipment per Airline 

Pushback 
Water/ 

toilet 
Catering 

Stairs 1 + 

baggage 
Stairs 2 Ambulift Total Electric Fuel 

Ryanair 1 2 0.17 3.2 2 1.2 

Transavia 1 1 1 1 1 0.27 5.3 3 2.3 

WizzAir 1 2 1 0.13 4.1 3 1.1 

Corendon 1 1 1 1 0.26 4.3 3 1.3 
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Appendix I: VOP and gate assignment 
Table 23 Scheduled and Actual VOP Assignment at July 26th 2013 

Scheduled VOP Actual VOP STA  ATA 

W6 7715 S6 S6 8:30 8:19 

W6 2271 S7 S7 8:30 8:22 

FR 9271 S8 S8 8:40 8:24 

FR 3531 S4 S2 8:50 8:40 

CAI 041 S9 S9 9:00 8:37 

FR 9123 S5 S3 9:15 8:55 

FR 2575 S2 S4 9:45 9:11 

FR 4535 S3 S5 9:55 9:43 

FR 1964 S6 S6 10:00 10:01 

FR 7472 S4 S3 10:20 10:09 

FR 7522 S5 S2 10:45 10:47 

HV 6474 S6 S1 10:55 11:02 

FR 9923 S2 S3 11:30 11:16 

CAI 505 S7 S10 12:05 11:36 

FR 7735 S3 S4 12:10 11:31 

HV 6790 S4 S6 12:10 12:09 

FR 1822 S5 S5 12:15 12:11 

W6 4325 S6 S8 12:20 12:25 

HV 6626 S2 S2 12:45 12:23 

FR 4022 S8 S9 12:55 12:32 

W6 1071 S3 S3 13:00 12:43 

W6 1825 S4 S2 13:25 15:38 

FR 7411 S2 S4 14:00 13:18 

FR 2212 S3 S3 14:20 14:13 

FR 9615 S4 S2 14:25 14:14 

HV 1358 S5 S5 14:30 14:32 

HV 5992 S7 S7 15:10 14:44 

W6 4071 S6 S6 15:15 14:59 

HV 5002 S1 S1 16:05 16:02 

W6 2273 S2 S2 16:40 16:34 

HV 5962 S3 S3 16:45 16:30 

HV 216 S4 S4 16:50 17:09 

FR 8801 S6 S5 17:00 16:45 

FR 9978 S5 S6 17:05 16:37 

HV 051 - S8 17:15 17:28 

W6 2825 S2 S2 17:40 20:04 

W6 2525 S2 S2 18:35 18:26 

FR 9273 S6 S6 18:45 18:35 

HV 6512 S3 S3 19:00 19:00 

HV 866 S5 S5 19:35 19:54 

FR 8832 S4 S4 19:45 19:31 

FR 5852 S6 S6 21:05 20:53 

HV 6652 S5 S5 21:45 21:26 

HV 6514 S4 S4 23:00 23:00 

HV 6608 S3 S3 23:15 23:03 
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Table 24 

Scheduled and Actual Gate Assignment at July 26th 2013 

Scheduled Gate Actual Gate STD ATD 

HV 6625 4 5 7:00 7:06 

HV 6789 5 6 7:05 7:09 

HV 6651 6 4 7:55 8:27 

FR 4021 3 3 8:30 8:32 

FR 9272 8 8 9:05 9:13 

W6 7716 7 7 9:15 9:35 

W6 2272 6 6 9:15 9:18 

FR 3532 4 2 9:25 9:34 

FR 2213 5 3 9:40 9:51 

CAI 040 9 9 10:00 10:15 

FR 2576 2 4 10:10 10:12 

FR 1965 8 7 10:25 10:48 

FR 4536 3 5 10:30 10:51 

FR 7473 4 3 10:45 11:04 

FR 7523 5 2 11:10 12:14 

HV 6473 6 1 11:35 12:38 

FR 9924 2 3 11:55 12:26 

FR 7736 3 4 12:30 12:56 

FR 1823 5 5 12:40 12:59 

HV 5001 4 6 12:50 13:02 

W6 4326 7 7 12:50 13:13 

CAI 506 8 9 13:00 13:39 

HV 5961 2 2 13:25 13:30 

W6 2526 3 3 13:30 13:43 

FR 5851 9 8 13:45 14:16 

W6 2826 4 2 13:55 16:39 

FR 7412 2 4 14:25 14:22 

FR 9124 3 3 14:45 14:56 

FR 9616 4 2 14:50 15:02 

HV 1357 5 5 15:15 15:16 

W6 4072 8 7 15:45 16:03 

HV 6607 1 1 16:45 16:55 

W6 2274 2 2 17:10 17:32 

FR 8802 6 5 17:25 17:35 

HV 6513 3 3 17:30 17:41 

FR 9979 5 6 17:30 17:26 

HV 215 4 4 17:35 18:09 

HV 5991 9 8 18:00 18:24 

W6 1826 2 2 18:10 21:18 

W6 1072 2 2 19:05 19:26 

FR 9274 8 7 19:10 19:27 

HV 6511 3 3 19:40 19:58 

FR 8833 4 5 20:10 20:22 

HV 865 5 6 20:20 20:57 

HV 074/HV072 - - 22:15/22:20 21:06/21:59 
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Appendix J: Average schedule deviation 
 
Table 25 

Average and Standard Deviation of Arrival Times per Destination 

Origin Average (in min.) SD (in min.) # 

ACE  -4,46 14,69 40 

AGA  8,23 12,29 37 

AGP  -5,49 13,34 545 

AHO  -9,01 12,03 135 

ALC  -5,08 14,09 545 

AMS  11,59 13,81 82 

AYT  -1,89 15,56 455 

BCN  -0,07 12,54 306 

BDS  -0,80 13,89 103 

BEG  -0,04 11,19 165 

BGY  -1,63 12,33 379 

BJV  -8,43 20,74 120 

BLQ  -2,95 10,32 135 

BOD  14,52 15,22 75 

BRQ  -1,28 13,33 115 

BUD  -3,33 10,75 698 

CCF  4,00 9,79 74 

CHQ  -1,33 11,48 32 

CIA  -4,72 13,93 376 

CLJ  -1,02 11,63 65 

CPH  -0,37 12,12 133 

DEB  1,49 10,24 103 

DLM  -7,13 10,11 53 

DUB  -0,20 10,72 331 

FAO  -6,27 14,35 478 

FEZ  -4,99 14,65 78 

GDN  -4,13 12,49 154 

GRO  -11,45 10,17 268 

GZP  -17,88 15,15 26 

HER  -0,36 16,15 99 

IBZ  2,78 13,36 223 
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Origin Average (in min.) SD (in min.) # 

INN  -7,24 12,98 92 

KGS  -12,57 11,68 51 

KRK  -4,78 13,19 109 

KTW  -3,54 10,85 233 

LCY  -5,11 11,36 115 

LIS  -8,47 15,14 224 

LPA  -2,39 15,76 206 

MAD  0,35 11,55 159 

MLA  -9,94 11,46 104 

MRS  -5,30 12,33 182 

NAP  -4,68 11,69 162 

NCE  -1,20 13,81 144 

NYO  -3,65 10,30 193 

OPO  -7,02 12,85 221 

OTP  -2,11 12,76 122 

PMI  2,77 11,40 246 

PSA  -5,54 12,58 314 

RAK  2,27 16,37 134 

REU  4,61 12,50 177 

RHO  -4,81 10,85 51 

RIX  -0,13 9,87 114 

SAW  -1,28 14,88 186 

SKP  0,07 11,49 102 

SOF  -3,55 14,01 193 

STN  -2,62 10,61 757 

SVQ  -9,35 13,09 102 

SZG  -5,02 17,56 44 

TFS  1,03 13,89 61 

TPS  -0,04 12,53 108 

TXL  -3,83 11,69 200 

VCE  -3,69 10,94 71 

VLC  -8,51 12,85 153 

VNO  -4,55 9,89 156 

WAW  8,60 14,54 217 

WRO  -3,72 12,00 131 
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Figure 10. Histogram of minutes of deviation from the schedule for flights from Stansted. 
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Appendix K: Robust model Diepen (2008)  
 

Cost function:  
(�) = 1000 H�=
��>�0.21(5 K �)� + L
GM 

where � is the amount of idle time 
 

 
Figure 11. Cost function to value idle time (Source: Diepen, 2008) 

Decision variable: 

'� = N		1			if	gate	plan	�	is	selected
0		otherwise																										 

 
Parameters: 
^  number of flights 
_  number of gate types 
`a  number of gates of type � 
C  number of gate plans 
 
 

Minimize 
 

,
�'�
b

�45
 

  

    
    subject to:    

 
,c��'�
b

�45
= 1 for � = 1,… , ^ (4.1) 

 
,��a'�
b

�45
= `a for � = 1, … , _ (4.2) 

 '� ∈ {0,18 for � = 1,… ,C (4.3) 
 
where  

c�� = e		1		if	flight	�	is	in	gate	plan	�;	
0		otherwise,																														 

��a = N		1		if	gate	plan	�	is	of	type	�;	
0		otherwise.																											  
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Appendix L: Arriving and departing process aircrafts 
 

 
Figure 12. Actual time of arrival of aircrafts on July 26th, 2013. 

 
 

 
Figure 13. Actual time of departure of aircrafts on July 26th, 2013. 
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